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I.  INTRODUCTION AND STATEM ENT OF THE ISSUES  

This is an opposition to the application of Panini America, Inc. (“Panini”) to 

register LIMITED for “sports trading cards.”  The Opposer is The Topps Company, Inc. 

(“Topps”), Panini’s principal competitor. 

Registration should be refused on two grounds.  First, LIMITED has a clear and 

obvious descriptive meaning as applied to sports trading cards -- collectibles for which scarcity is 

a desirable attribute.  Second, Panini has utterly failed to carry its burden of proving that its 

alleged mark has acquired distinctiveness under Section 2(f) of the Lanham Act. 

The opposition should be sustained. 

II.  DESCRIPTION OF THE RECORD  

The only pleadings are the Notice of Opposition and Panini’s Answer.  In addition 

to the application file,1 the evidence of record is as follows: 

A. Excerpts from authoritative dictionaries providing definitions of the term “limited,” 

submitted as Exhibit A to Opposer’s Notice of Reliance dated February 14, 2014 

(“Opposer’s Notice of Reliance”). 

B. Abstracts from articles in printed publications in general circulation showing descriptive 

use of the term “limited” in connection with trading cards, submitted as Exhibit B to 

Opposer’s Notice of Reliance.  

                                                 
1 The file history is automatically of record in this proceeding.  37 C.F.R. § 2.122(b). 
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C. Abstracts from articles in printed publications in general circulation showing use of the 

term “limited” in marks or names for sets of trading cards, submitted as Exhibit C to 

Opposer’s Notice of Reliance. 

D. Printouts from the website www.ebay.com showing use of the term “limited” by third 

parties on trading cards submitted as Exhibits D-1 – D-8 to Opposer’s Notice of Reliance. 

E. Responses to Opposer’s Requests for Admission, attached as Exhibit E to Opposer’s 

Second Notice of Reliance, dated February 18, 2014 (“Opposer’s Second Notice of 

Reliance”).  

F. Testimony Deposition of Topps witness Alan Narzissenfeld taken on February 11, 2014 

(“Narzissenfeld Dep.”), and exhibits thereto. 

G. Testimony Deposition of Topps witness Clay Luraschi taken on February 11, 2014 

(“Luraschi Dep.”), and exhibits thereto. 

H. Testimony Deposition of Panini witness Martin Welling taken on May 8, 2014 (“Welling 

Dep.”), and exhibits thereto. 

III.  STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

A. Topps’ Sports Trading Card Business  

Topps is a major manufacturer of trading cards and other collectibles in the 

United States.  (Luraschi Dep. 6:18-25; 8:12-15).  Continuously for over 65 years, Topps has 

manufactured, advertised, produced and marketed sports trading cards and is the leader in the 

sports trading cards industry based on the volume of sales.  (Luraschi Dep. 7:24-8:5, 8:12-15).   
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The sports trading cards business caters to a large extent to collectors and 

hobbyists.  (Welling Dep. 93:15-94:4). Their interest in a particular card and the card’s value is 

oftentimes driven by the card’s scarcity.  (Luraschi Dep. 9:16-10:7; Welling Dep. 94:5-8).  To 

preserve the collectability of its cards, Topps frequently limits the quantity of the cards it puts on 

the market.  (Luraschi Dep. 9:16-10:7).   

Topps publishes sports trading cards in various sets and series. Its current 

selection consists of trading cards for Major League Baseball, the National  Football League, 

Major League Soccer and Ultimate Fighting Championship.  (Luraschi Dep. 7:11-15).  Topps 

published sports trading cards for the National Hockey League through 2004, and for the 

National Basketball Association through 2009.  (Id. at 7:16-23).  

Various sets of Topps’s cards have displayed the mark “Limited Edition.”  

(Luraschi Dep. 10:8-12:24).  These have included the 2002 Topps Major League Baseball 

Limited Edition complete set, (Topps Ex. 1), the 2001 Topps Major League Baseball Limited 

Edition complete set, (Topps Ex. 2), and the 2000 Topps Major League Baseball Limited Edition 

inserts. (Topps Ex. 3).   

In addition, Topps has frequently used and continues to use the term “limited” in 

sales and promotional materials for sports trading cards. (Luraschi Dep. 13:5-10).  While Topps 

has not used the term “limited” on sports trading cards since 2002, Topps’s marketing executives 

have oftentimes contemplated to resume the use of the term “limited” on trading cards. (Id. at 

13:11-14:2).  Preserving the ability to use the terms “limited” or “limited edition” as the name of, 

or in the name of, the cards is essential to Topps because these terms accurately describe those 

types of  Topps’s trading cards that are released in limited quantities. (Id. at 14:3-20).   
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B. Panini’s Business and Application to Register LIMITED  

Like Topps, Panini is in the business of creating and selling sports trading cards. 

Panini is Topps’s direct and most significant competitor in the sports trading card business.  

(Luraschi Dep. 8:6-11).   

On June 13, 2012 Panini filed an application to register LIMITED for “sports 

trading cards,” claiming use in interstate commerce since 1994.  In an Office Action dated 

September 6, 2012, the Examining Attorney refused registration on the Principal Register under 

15 U.S.C. §1052(e)(1) because LIMITED merely described a feature of Panini’s Goods.  

(Prosecution File, September 6, 2012 Office Action, hereafter “Office Action”).   

In its response to the refusal, Panini argued that LIMITED is suggestive rather 

than merely descriptive and, in the alternative, filed a claim of acquired distinctiveness under 

Section 2(f).  (Prosecution File, December 3, 2012 Response to the Office Action).  In support of 

its claim of acquired distinctiveness, Panini asserted only that it and its predecessor had sold 

“more than $30,000,000 of sports trading cards under the LIMITED trademark since 2001,” and 

made the boilerplate claim of five years of “substantially exclusive and continuous use.”  No 

other evidence was submitted.   

Without ruling on the issue of descriptiveness, the PTO published the application.  

C. Panini’s Purported Evidence of Acquired Distinctiveness 

A spreadsheet offered into evidence by Panini purported to show that sales of 

sport cards by Panini and its predecessor from 2001 through March, 2014 totaled .  
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(Panini Ex. 35).2  This figure represents sales in both the United States and Canada, (Welling 

Dep. 87:14-88:3), but no breakdown by country was provided.  Panini’s predecessor was 

Playoff-Donruss LLC (“Donruss”), which Panini acquired in 2009.  (Welling Dep. 34:3-7; 

75:10-17).  All of Panini’s alleged use of LIMITED prior to 2009 was made by Donruss.  

However, Donruss never used LIMITED as a trademark.  Rather, it always used the unitary mark 

LEAF LIMITED.  (Panini Exs. 1-13, 25-29). 

Panini’s spreadsheet also purported to show total advertising and promotion 

expenditures of  since 2001, an average of less than  per year.  Panini’s witness 

had no knowledge as to how that money was spent. 

There is no evidence of any consumer advertising under the alleged mark by 

Panini or its predecessor.  There is no evidence of any advertising at any time of LIMITED 

products on television, radio, print media or on the Internet.  (Welling Dep. 96:15-97:11).  The 

only advertising or promotion of record is a set of trade promotion brochures for various Panini 

“limited” card collections for years between 2009 and 2013.  (Welling Dep. 88:13-25; Panini Ex. 

36).  Panini’s witness had no knowledge as to how many of these brochures were actually 

distributed, or to whom.  (Welling Dep. 89:1-90:14). 

Panini’s only other purported evidence of acquired distinctiveness is pages from 

its own blog, reflecting comments by visitors to the blog. (Panini Exs. 37-50).  Panini offered no 

evidence as to the number of registered users of, or visitors to, the blog. 

                                                 
2  There is no proper foundation for this spreadsheet, about which Panini’s witness knew almost nothing.  Topps 
contends that it is inadmissible.  See pp. 17-20, infra. 
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D. Third-Party Use of “Limited”  

The record shows substantial trademark use of LIMITED in trademarks for sports 

trading cards by third parties, both prior to and during the alleged five-year period of exclusivity.  

(Narzissenfeld Dep. 16:24-30:18, Topps Exs. 4-56; Opposer’s Notice of Reliance, Exs. D-1 – D-

8).  Indeed, Panini’s own witness, an executive with third-party competitor Upper Deck for 18 

years, admitted that he was aware of that company’s use of LIMITED during the five years prior 

to the filing of Panini’s Response to the Office Action.  (Welling Dep. 73:1-74:7, Topps Exs. 

100-102). 

The term “limited” has also been widely used to describe trading cards that are 

available in limited quantities.  (Opposer’s Notice of Reliance, Exs. B and C).  Panini itself used 

the term “limited” descriptively in its promotional and marketing materials.  (Panini Ex. 36 at 

PA-0093, Panini Ex. 38 at PA-0157, Panini Ex. 41 at PA-0203, Panini Ex. 46 at PA-0263). 

IV.  ARGUMENT 

By attempting to register “limited” as a trademark for sports trading cards, Panini 

seeks to monopolize a word that describes the very essence of the trading card industry.  As a 

manufacturer and seller of trading cards, Panini is well aware that rarity drives the sports trading 

cards business and that production of trading cards in limited quantities is a common strategy of 

the trading cards manufactures, including Panini itself, to enhance the product value.  Panini’s 

assertion that the mark is “suggestive” ignores the fact that in the context of sports card trading 

business, “limited” has only one meaning, i.e., that certain cards are produced in “limited or 

restricted quantities”, thus leaving no room for consumers to think of alternative interpretations 

of “limited”.   
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Panini’s claim for acquired distinctiveness is undermined by the fact that, until 

2009, Panini’s predecessor used only the unitary mark LEAF LIMITED, and that there was no 

use of LIMITED at all.  Panini’s sales figures are unimpressive.  It has no evidence of any 

consumer advertising or promotion.  Its expenditures on promotion are trivial.  It has no survey 

evidence showing consumer recognition of LIMITED as a Panini brand.  Panini’s evidence falls 

far short of meeting the considerable burden of providing acquired distinctiveness, especially for 

a mark as descriptive as LIMITED. 

This, in itself, is enough to defeat the claim of distinctiveness under Section 2(f).  

The extensive use of LIMITED on third-party trading cards undermines Panini’s claim of 

exclusivity and reinforces the fact that LIMITED does not mean Panini alone.  

A. Topps Has Standing To Oppose 

To establish standing, the opposer must have (1) a “real interest” in the 

proceedings and (2) a “reasonable basis” for his belief of damage. Ritchie v. Simpson, 170 F.3d 

1092, 1096-98, 50 U.S.P.Q.2d 1023, 1025-27 (Fed. Cir. 1999);  Alcatraz Media, Inc. v. 

Chesapeake Marine Tours Inc., 107 U.S.P.Q.2d 1750, 1760 (TTAB 2013).  Topps satisfies both 

requirements.  

A party demonstrates a real interest if the registration of a mark would interfere 

with the party’s right to lawfully use a term or designation to describe its goods or services.   

Golomb v. Wadsworth, 592 F.2d 1184, 1186, 201 U.S.P.Q. 200, 201-02 (C.C.P.A. 1979); Lipton 

Indus., Inc. v. Ralston Purina Co., 670 F.2d 1024, 1028-29, 213 U.S.P.Q. 185, 188-89 (C.C.P.A. 

1982).  The Board has recognized that a competitor or a retailer of the goods listed in the 

respondent’s application has a real interest in preventing registration of the respondent’s mark.  
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Stuart Spector Designs, Ltd. v. Fender Musical Instruments Corp., 94 U.S.P.Q.2d 1549, 1553 

(TTAB 2009);  Alcatraz, 107 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1760. 

Topps’s Vice-President of Product Development testified that Topps has used the 

term “limited edition” to describe sports trading cards that are released in restricted quantities. 

(Luraschi Dep. 10:8-13:10).  As Panini’s competitor who used and intends to resume use of the 

term “limited” on its trading cards, and who continuously used “limited” in the sale and 

promotional materials for sports trading cards, Topps has a real interest in bringing these 

opposition proceedings.  

Topps will be damaged should Panini obtain a monopoly over the use of the term 

“limited” in connection with trading cards because Topps would be barred from using LIMITED 

in the name of its own products.  (Id. at 14:21-15:2).  Accordingly, Topps has established its 

standing  to oppose Panini’s registration of LIMITED. 

B. Panini Has the Burden of Proving Acquired Distinctiveness 

As the opposer, Topps must establish by preponderance of evidence that the term 

“limited” is descriptive of Panini’s Goods.   See Racine Indus., Inc. v. Bane-Clene Corp., 35 

U.S.P.Q.2d 1832, 1837 (TTAB 1994).  

However, once Topps has satisfied its burden of proof,  the burden shifts to Panini 

to establish a prima facie case of acquired distinctiveness so as to be entitled to registration under 

Section 2(f) of the Trademark Act. Id. (citing Yamaha Int’l Corp. v. Hoshino Gakki Co. Ltd., 840 

F.2d 1572, 1578, 6 U.S.P.Q.2d 1001, 1005-06 (Fed. Cir. 1988)).  
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The applicant’s burden of showing acquired distinctiveness “increases with the 

level of descriptiveness; a more descriptive term requires more evidence of secondary meaning.” 

In re Steelbuilding.com, 415 F.3d 1293, 1300, 75 U.S.P.Q.2d 1420, 1424 (Fed. Cir. 2005);  In re 

Bost. Beer Co. Ltd. P’ship, 198 F.3d 1370, 1373, 53 U.S.P.Q.2d 1056, 1058 (Fed. Cir. 1999);  

Yamaha Int’l, 840 F.2d at 1581, 6 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1006-07. 

C. LIMITED is Highly Descriptive Of Sports Trading Cards  

A mark is merely descriptive under 15 U.S.C. § 1052(e)(1), if it describes an 

ingredient, quality, characteristic, function, feature, purpose or use of the relevant goods or 

services.  In re Gyulay, 820 F.2d 1216, 3 U.S.P.Q.2d 1009 (Fed. Cir. 1987).  On the other hand, 

if a mark requires imagination, thought, and perception to arrive at the qualities or characteristics 

of the goods or services, then the mark is suggestive.  In re MBNA Am. Bank, N.A., 340 F.3d 

1328, 1332, 67 U.S.P.Q.2d 1778, 1780 (Fed. Cir. 2003).  Whether a mark is merely descriptive is 

determined in relation to the goods or services identified in the application, not in the abstract.  

In re Abcor Development Corp., 588 F.2d 811, 814, 200 U.S.P.Q. 215, 218 (C.C.P.A. 1978).   

As the record demonstrates, LIMITED clearly describes a characteristic or feature 

of the goods identified in Panini’s Application.  

1. The Examining Attorney’s Evidence of Descriptiveness 

In initially refusing registration on the ground of descriptiveness under Section 

2(e)(1), the Examining Attorney relied on the Oxford English Dictionary definition of “limited” 

as “circumscribed within definite limits, bounded, restricted.”  (Office Action at pp. 1-2).  She 

also relied on numerous online publications which use “limited” or “limited edition” in the 

context of trading cards to indicate that the cards are produced in limited quantities.  For 
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example, a printout from the website www.baseball-cards.com where “Limited Edition 

Commemorative Baseball Cards” were offered for sale points out that almost all cards in 

question were “serial numbered with some limited  to only 2,500 or 5,000 made”.  (Office Action 

at p. 3).  A printout from the website www.cardboardconnection.com, discussing Jose Reyes 

baseball cards explains that one of the cards was “serial numbered”, “[l]imited  to 999 numbered 

copies” and “somewhat difficult to find.” (Id. at pp. 6-7).  A printout from the website 

www.beckett.com describing Panini’s own LIMITED CUTS cards, points out that “[a]ll cards 

will be numbered to 49 or less with more than 200 cards on the checklist limited  to 15 or fewer 

copies, according to the company”. (Id. at pp. 4-5).  Finally, a printout from the website 

www.askmen.com featuring an article titled “5 Things You Didn’t Know: Sports Cards” explains 

that 

“In the late 1990s, card companies introduced serial numbering, the antidote to mass-
produced cards such as Gretzky’s rookie. Cards were printed in limited  quantities and 
stamped with a unique number. Only 99 copies exist of Crosby’s The Cup card, meaning 
if you want The Next One’s top rookie, be prepared to pay for it.” 

(Id. at pp. 9, 11).  

Based on this evidence, the Examiner correctly concluded that Panini’s alleged 

trademark LIMITED was merely descriptive since it immediately informed the consumers about 

certain trading cards’ feature, i.e., that the cards were produced in restricted quantities.  

2. Additional Dictionaries Confirm That LIMITED Is Merely 
Descriptive  

The definition of “limited” in other authoritative dictionaries further confirms its 

descriptive significance.  For example, the term “limited” has been defined as follows:  
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 “confined within limits : restricted in extent, number, or duration”, 

Webster's Third New International Dictionary Of the English Language 

Unabridged 1312 (16th ed. 1971) (Opposer’s Notice of Reliance, Ex. A at 

TO-0003); 

 “confined within limits : restricted”, Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary 

667 (3d ed. 1975) (Id., Ex. A at TO-0007); 

 “confined within bounds; restricted; circumscribed; narrow”, Webster's 

New World Dictionary of The American Language 850 (11th ed. 1966) 

(Id., Ex. A at TO-0010). 

Accordingly, the evidence of dictionary definitions demonstrates that “limited” 

has a fairly uniform meaning and signifies matters that are “confined within limits” and 

“restricted in extent and number.”  To trading card collectors, who often hunt for rare cards, the 

term “limited” in the context of trading cards can have only one plausible meaning, i.e., that the 

card has been produced or is available in limited quantities.  Based on the above, the dictionary 

evidence constitutes substantial evidence supporting the finding that LIMITED is merely 

descriptive of Panini’s Goods.   See In re Stereotaxis, Inc., 429 F.3d 1039, 1042, 77 U.S.P.Q.2d 

1087, 1089 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (affirming Board’s descriptiveness refusal that was based only on 

dictionary definitions and one press release about applicant’s products and services). 
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3. Printed Publication Evidence Of  Descriptive Use Of LIMITED    

Opposer has made of record abstracts from articles in printed publications from 

the Lexis/Nexis database which demonstrate that the term “limited” is widely used to describe 

sports trading cards and other collectibles.  (Opposer’s Notice of Reliance, Ex. B.)   

For example, an article titled “Pletcher pleased by contenders’ workouts” from 

The Daily Gazette (Schenectady, New York), dated August 12, 2013 discusses trading cards 

related to the races in Saratoga Race course and announces that “[t]he second set of the limited 

edition collectible cards will be available for $2 each….Limit  one per person; while supplies 

last…” (Id. at TO-0012) (emphasis added).  In another article titled “Baseball Glories Live 

Again” from The Capital Times (Madison, Wisconsin), dated July 14, 2007, the author predicts 

that “[b]est baseball souvenir of the year… will be the limited-edition  baseball card set that the 

Wisconsin Historical Museum has developed in honor of the 1957 World Series winners, the 

Milwaukee Braves. Only 2,500 copies of the 96-card set have been printed…” (Id. at TO-0034) 

(emphasis added).  

In light of such descriptive use, the relevant consumers confronted with Panini’s 

LIMITED would not instantly perceive LIMITED as a source-identifier for Panini but will rather 

interpret it as an indicator that Panini’s trading cards are offered in limited quantities.   

4. Panini’s Own Descriptive Use Confirms That Limited Is Merely 
Descriptive  

The record contains multiple instances in which Panini itself used the word 

“limited” in a descriptive manner to signify exactly what Panini claims its mark does not signify, 

i.e., that products offered under the mark LIMITED are available in limited quantities.  (See 
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Panini Exs. 36, 38, 41, 46).  For example, in one promotional brochure for LIMITED cards that 

was allegedly circulated to Panini’s distributors and some hobby stores, Panini said the following 

about its “Brothers In Arms” series:  

“Brothers in Arms features memorabilia from the NHL’s top goaltending  
tandems. Look for Patch variations limited to 25 copies or fewer!”  

(Panini Ex. 36 at PA-0093) (emphasis added).  

Similarly, blog posts published on Panini America Blog website, used “limited” 

in its purely descriptive sense:  

 “As its name suggests, the Draft Day Lids & Jerseys insert set will incorporate 
the very jerseys and hats donned by 13 of the top 2011 NFL draft picks on stage 
the night they were drafted and will be limited  to 199 or less.” 

(Panini Ex. 38 at PA-0157) (emphasis added);.  

Finally, in response to a consumer’s comment to Panini’s blog post regarding 

availability of certain sports trading cards, Panini’s employee stated:  

“Those were unplanned SPs that were done for two players - Bichette and Sano. 
Suffice it to say that those SPs are extremely limited .”  

(Panini Ex. 41 at PA-0203) (emphasis added).  

Thus, Panini’s own use undermines its claim that LIMITED is suggestive and 

further supports Topps’s position that LIMITED is descriptive. 
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D. LIMITED Has Not Acquired Distinctiveness   

Because Topps has made a prima facie case that the mark LIMITED is merely 

descriptive, Panini has the burden to prove by at least a preponderance of the evidence that 

LIMITED has acquired distinctiveness.  See Yamaha Int’l, 840 F.2d at 1581, 6 U.S.P.Q.2d at 

1008.  Distinctiveness is acquired when “in the minds of the public, the primary significance of a 

mark is to identify the source of the product rather than the product itself.”  Wal-Mart Stores, 

Inc. v. Samara Bros., Inc., 529 U.S. 205, 211 (2000) (quotation omitted);  See Steelbuilding.com, 

415 F.3d at 1297, 75 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1422;  In re Ennco Display Sys. Inc., 56 U.S.P.Q.2d 1279, 

1284 (TTAB 2000).  

Factors to be considered in determining whether a proposed mark has acquired 

distinctiveness include (1) direct consumer testimony, (2) consumer surveys, (3) exclusivity of 

use, (4) the length of use, (5) advertising volume, (6) volume of sales under the mark, and (7) 

unsolicited media coverage of the services associated with the mark.  In re Tires, Tires, Tires, 

Inc., 94 U.S.P.Q.2d 1153 (TTAB 2009).  No single factor is determinative.  Id. at 1157.  The 

amount and character of evidence required to establish acquired distinctiveness depends on the 

facts of each case and, particularly, on the nature of the mark sought to be registered.  Id.  The 

greater the degree of descriptiveness, the more proof that is required to establish that a mark has 

attained secondary meaning. Steelbuilding.com, 415 F.3d at 1300, 75 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1424;  

Boston Beer Co., 198 F.3d at 1373, 53 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1058. 

Panini has no direct consumer testimony, no consumer surveys, and no evidence 

of unsolicited media coverage.  Its purported evidence of sales under the mark since 1994 is 

inadmissible.  Even if it is admitted, all sales until 2009 were under the unitary mark LEAF 
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LIMITED, not LIMITED.  And even if all of those sales are credited, they fall well short of the 

sales volume typically deemed to warrant a finding of acquired distinctiveness.  

Panini has no evidence of any consumer advertising.  Its vague and unsupported 

advertising and promotion expenditures are miniscule. 

In summary, Panini’s evidence of acquired distinctiveness is flimsy at best.  

Regardless of how high the threshold for proving acquired distinctiveness, Panini fails to meet it.    

1. Panini’s Predecessor Never Used LIMITED As A Trademark  

As noted above, the record belies Panini’s claim of use since 1994.  There is no 

evidence of use of LIMITED by Donruss at all.  Rather, Donruss always used a unitary logo 

consisting of the words LEAF LIMITED in equal-sized letters, set against a script capital “L” 

and a black diamond: 

 

(Panini Exs. 1-13, 25-29).   

This is not use of LIMITED.  Had Donruss submitted a specimen showing use 

only of this unitary logo in support of an application to register LIMITED, it would have been 

rejected.  T.M.E.P. § 807.12(d) and cases cited therein, e.g., In re Yale Sportswear Corp., 88 
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U.S.P.Q.2d 1121 (TTAB 2008).  Evidence that only shows a mark used in conjunction with other 

wording is insufficient to prove acquired distinctiveness.  In re Franklin Cnty. Historical Soc’y, 

104 U.S.P.Q.2d 1085, 1093 (TTAB 2012) (evidence of applicant’s use of the acronym COSI in 

conjunction with the mark CENTER OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY did not support finding of 

acquired distinctiveness for the mark CENTER OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY); In re Mogen 

David Wine Corp., 372 F.2d 539, 542, 152 U.S.P.Q. 593, 595-96 (C.C.P.A. 1967) (evidence of 

use of the word mark on a decanter bottle did not establish secondary meaning for the 

configuration of the bottle separately from the word mark); see also T.M.E.P. § 1212.06. 

Accordingly, and contrary to Panini’s representation to the Examining Attorney, 

there is no evidence that Panini’s predecessor ever used LIMITED as a trademark and no 

evidence of use of the subject mark prior to 2009. 

2. Panini’s Sales and Advertising Figures Are Neither Admissible Nor 
Persuasive  

Panini’s only evidence of sales volume and advertising expenditures made of 

record are single-page spreadsheets titled respectively “Donruss and Panini America Inc. 

LIMITED Sales History (through August 2013) Consolidated” and “Donruss and Panini 

America Inc. LIMITED Advertising and Promotional History (through August 2013) 

Consolidated” (Panini Ex. 34), as well as allegedly updated versions of both spreadsheets 

through March 2014 (Panini Ex. 35), (collectively referred to as  the “Sales and Advertising 

Spreadsheets”).3 The Sales and Advertising Spreadsheets are inadmissible hearsay because 

                                                 
3  Panini designated these documents as “Highly Confidential” under the standard Protective Order and accordingly 
filed them under seal. 
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Panini failed to lay a proper foundation for their admission either as business records under Fed. 

R. Evid. 803(6) or as summaries of admissible business records under Fed. R. Evid. 1006.  

Even if the Sales and Advertising Spreadsheets were admissible, the sales and 

advertising figures reported there are not substantial enough to be helpful in establishing 

acquired distinctiveness.  Moreover, the Spreadsheets provide only raw data reflecting no 

information on how the advertising expenditures were used.  Even if they are admissible they 

have no value in establishing the impact of sales and advertising on creating the consumer 

recognition of LIMITED. 

a. The Sales and Advertising Spreadsheets Are Inadmissible 

To be admissible as business record under Rule 803(6), a document has to be 

prepared and maintained in the course of regularly conducted business activity and at or near the 

time of the events it records or describes. Fed. R. Evid. 803(6). On the other hand, materials 

prepared in anticipation of litigation or long after the events in question lack trustworthiness and 

are not admissible as business records under Fed. R. Evid. 803(6).  See Palmer v. Hoffman, 318 

U.S. 109, 113-14 (1943);  Jordan v. Binns, 712 F.3d 1123, 1135 (7th Cir. 2013);  see also United 

States v. Kim, 595 F.2d 755, 760-64 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (bank report prepared long after the events 

in question and in response to government subpoena held inadmissible under Fed. R. Evid. 

803(6)). 

Panini provided no evidence that it was a regular part of Panini’s business to 

create documents of the kind of the Sales and Advertising Spreadsheets. 4  Because the Sales and 

                                                 
4  The only attempt to lay a foundation consisted of a single, leading, boilerplate question: 

“Q. Okay. And are these Panini's business records kept in the ordinary course of business? Can you verify 
these are Panini's records? 
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Advertising Spreadsheets cover more than a decade worth of financial data and include figures 

from both Panini itself and its predecessor Donruss Playoff, the Spreadsheets do not look like 

typical business records but rather appear to be specifically prepared to be used in these 

proceedings. Indeed, the last entry on the initial Sales and Advertisement Spreadsheet (Panini 

Ex. 34), is of August 2013, which was just a few weeks before the document was produced on 

September 17, 2013 to Topps in response to Topps’s Requests for Production of Documents.  

Similarly, the last entry in the updated Spreadsheet, on March 2014, immediately precedes the 

testimony deposition of Panini’s witness in April 2014.  (Panini Ex. 35).  

Business records are regarded as trustworthy because they are prepared 

contemporaneously with the recorded events and because businesses need to rely on them in 

their commercial affairs. The Spreadsheets  at issue here have none of those characteristics: they 

were prepared long after most of the events they purport to record, and they were designed to be 

passed on to others, not to be relied on by the preparing company itself.  

Mr. Welling clearly had no idea about the provenance of, or basis for, the 

Spreadsheets.  His work background is primarily in creative services, and he has no college 

degree.  (Welling Dep. 8:14-9:23; 69:21-24).  He testified that Exhibit 34 was prepared by his 

company’s former CFO named “Kelly,” but did not know Kelly’s last name.  He had seen the 

                                                                                                                                                             
A. Yes, as they've been presented to me.” 

 
(Welling Dep. 39:13-16) (emphasis added).   When asked a few minutes later whether the information in Exhibits 34 
and 35 was based on Panini’s business records kept in the ordinary course of business, Mr. Welling could say only :  
 

“Q: (By Mr. Nail) With respect to Exhibits 21 actually Exhibits 34 and 35, if you could -- if you  could 
verify that the -- the information represented in 23 these actual reports are based on Panini's business 
records kept in the ordinary course of business?  
A. As it's been presented to me, yes.” 

 
(Welling Dep. at 40:20-25)(emphasis added).    
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document only in his meetings with Panini’s attorneys.  And he could only identify the 

documents on which the spreadsheets were based as “financial planning records,” which he did 

not describe in any way.  (Welling Dep. 78:4-79:28).   

Accordingly, the Spreadsheets are not admissible as business records under Fed. 

R. Evid. 803(6).  See St. Paul Mercury Ins. Co. v. FDIC, No. 08-21192-CIV-GARBER, 2011 

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 62604, at *12 (S.D. Fla. June 10, 2011) (holding charts dated 2003 and 

summarizing bank account transactions that occurred from 2000 to 2001 inadmissible under Rule 

803(6) because the charts were not made at or near the time the transactions in question 

occurred); Kim, 595 F.2d at 760-64 (bank report prepared in response to government subpoena 

two years after the transactions in question took place held inadmissible under Fed. R. Evid. 

803(6)).  

Nor can the Sales and Advertising Spreadsheets be admitted as summaries of 

business records, because they do not satisfy the requirements of Fed. R. Evid. 1006.  Under 

Rule 1006, “[t]he content  of voluminous writings … that  cannot be conveniently examined in 

court” may be presented in the form of “a summary, chart, or calculation...  The proponent must 

make the originals or duplicates available for examination or copying, or both, by other 

parties....” Fed. R. Evid. 1006.  Accordingly, the rules permit the introduction of summaries of 

records, but only if the records from which the summaries were prepared are admissible and are 

made available to the opposing party for examination or copying.  Conoco Inc. v. DOE, 99 F.3d 

387, 393-94 (Fed. Cir. 1996);  United States v. Pelullo, 964 F.2d 193, 204-05 (3d Cir. 1992);  

Ford Motor Co. v. Auto Supply Co. Inc., 661 F.2d 1171, 1175 (8th Cir. 1981); Kim, 595 F.2d at 

764.  
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In order for a summary to be admissible under Rule 1006, “[the] proponent of [the 

summary] must establish a foundation. Amarel v. Connell, 102 F.3d 1494, 1516 (9th Cir. 1996). 

First, the summary must be identified as such, Air Safety, Inc. v. Roman Catholic Archbishop of 

Bos., 94 F.3d 1, 8-9 (1st Cir. 1996). Further, the movant must establish that the underlying 

materials were made available to the other party, are too voluminous to be conveniently 

examined in court, and are themselves admissible. Amarel, 102 F.3d at 1516 (proponent of 

summary had an obligation to establish that underlying materials were made available to the 

opposing party for inspection); see Fed. R. Civ. Evid. 1006. Finally, the summary must be an 

accurate representation of the underlying materials. Amarel, 102 F.3d at 1516. 

Panini never designated the Sales and Advertising Spreadsheets as Rule 1006 

summaries nor did it make the underlying materials available for Topps’s review. Without 

evidence of the underlying transactions, the Spreadsheets have no evidentiary value.  Conoco, 99 

F.3d at 393-94  (when no foundation for the underlying documents has been laid and when those 

documents have not been made available to the opponent of the evidence, summaries prepared 

from those documents were not admissible under Rule 1006).  

Because the spreadsheets were not admissible, Panini should not be allowed to 

rely on the data contained in them.  

b. Even If They Are Admissible, The Spreadsheets Do Not 
Support Acquired Distinctiveness 

Even if the Sales and Advertising Spreadsheets were admissible, the sales and 

advertising figures reported there fall well below what this Board considers probative in 

establishing acquired distinctiveness.  
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i. Evidence Of Sales Under Limited Does Not Support 
Finding Of Acquired Di stinctiveness    

Based on the information from the Sales and Advertising spreadsheets, Mr. 

Welling testified that in the five years preceding Panini’s statement to the USPTO that its 

LIMITED mark acquired distinctiveness  between 2008 and 2012 Panini’s total sales of trading 

cards under the LIMITED mark reached about . (Welling Dep. 41:7-42:6).  

This calculation fails to consider that in 2008, and likely during some portion of 

2009, no sales of trading cards under the mark LIMITED were made by Panini or its predecessor 

Donruss, (see Welling Dep. 74:21-75:17, Panini Exs. 24, 28, 35).  The sales of the cards under 

the mark LEAF LIMITED during that period could not contribute to the growth of consumer 

recognition of LIMITED as a stand-alone mark. (See Section IV - D1, supra).  

Even if the sales of the LEAF LIMITED branded trading cards by Donruss were 

considered as part of Panini's sales under LIMITED, the sales volume of  generated 

over the course of five years -- an average of  -- is not persuasive of 

acquired distinctiveness.  Evidence of higher sales than those generated by Panini was held 

insufficient to establish distinctiveness of other highly descriptive marks.  See e.g., Bos. Beer, 

198 F.3d 1370, 53.U.S.P.Q.2d 1056 (evidence of annual sales under the mark of approximately 

$85 million and annual advertising expenditures in excess of $10 million held insufficient to 

establish distinctiveness);  In re Barrette Outdoor Living, Inc., No. 85389360 and 8539763, 2014 

TTAB LEXIS 224, at *6 (TTAB May 30, 2014) (over $130 million in revenue over eight years 

held insufficient to prove acquired distinctiveness);  In re NCI Grp., Inc., No. 76693637, 2012 

TTAB LEXIS 52, at *12 (TTAB Feb. 24, 2012) (revenue between $7.8 million and $13.7 million 

per year over ten years not sufficient to prove distinctiveness);  Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. 
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Interco Tire Corp., 49 U.S.P.Q.2d 1705, 1720 (TTAB 1998) ($56,000,000 sales revenues and 

740,000 tires sold insufficient to show acquired distinctiveness). 

More importantly, Panini’s sales figures alone, without any context in the trade, 

are insufficient to elevate Panini’s highly descriptive designation to the status of a distinctive 

mark.  This Board has consistently held that raw numbers, without information about the relevant  

market and the size of applicant’s market share, are insufficient to prove acquired 

distinctiveness.  Target Brands, Inc. v. Hughes, 85 U.S.P.Q.2d 1676, 1681 (TTAB 2007) (“[t]he 

sales figures for 14 years, standing alone and without any context in the trade, are not so 

impressive as to elevate applicant's highly descriptive designation to the status of a distinctive 

mark”);  In re NGAM Advisors L.P., No. 76710462, 2014 TTAB LEXIS 85, at *18-19 (TTAB 

Mar. 4, 2014) (the probative value of the amount of money under applicant’s management is 

diminished by the fact that the amounts are raw numbers, providing no context showing 

applicant’s market share and whether the stated amount of such assets is significant in the 

industry);  Tires, Tires, Tires, 94 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1158 (finding applicant’s volume of sales 

insufficient to show acquired distinctiveness because the applicant failed to provide information 

about the relevant market).  Indeed, it is not clear from the summaries of sales that Panini’s 

LIMITED cards are even a substantial component of Panini’s business, much less a substantial 

segment of the sports trading cards industry.  See Tri Star Pictures, Inc. v. Unger, 14 F. Supp. 2d 

339, 348 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (stating that a “substantial segment” of the consuming public must 

identify the product with the source in order to establish acquired distinctiveness).  Accordingly, 

without any reference to the size of the relevant market in which Panini sells its sports trading 

cards, there is no basis to conclude that Panini’s sales of the LIMITED trading cards are 

substantial.  
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The raw numbers show only the extent of sales of Panini’s trading cards, but do 

not evidence consumers’ recognition of the mark LIMITED as Panini’s source indicator.  In re 

ActiveVideo Networks, Inc., No. 77967395, 2014 TTAB LEXIS 283, at *72 (TTAB July 9, 2014) 

(evidence of commercial success is not enough to establish applicant’s success in educating the 

public to associate the applied-for term with a single source or that the purchasing public has 

come to view this alleged mark as an indicator of origin);  See Target Brands, 85 U.S.P.Q.2d at 

1681 (same);  In re Candy Bouquet Int’l, Inc., 73 U.S.P.Q.2d 1883, 1889 (TTAB 2004) (same).  

Given the high degree of descriptiveness of the mark LIMITED, Panini’s failure to prove that its 

sales were substantial in relation to the sales of other trading cards manufacturers, or at least as 

compared to its own sales of the trading cards sold under other brands, critically undermines 

Panini’s claim of acquired distinctiveness. 

ii. Evidence Of Advertising Expenditures Under 
LIMITED Does Not Support Finding Of Acquired 
Distinctiveness    

Panini’s advertising expenditures are insignificant.  According to the Spread-

sheets, Panini spent between  and  annually, between 2008 and 2013, a total of 

about , in advertising and promotion of its LIMITED mark in connection with trading 

cards. (Welling Dep. 42:7-23).  

The raw numbers fall far short of what this Board has found significant in 

establishing distinctiveness.  See e.g., In re Andes Candies, Inc., 478 F.2d 1264, 178 U.S.P.Q. 

156 (C.C.P.A. 1973) (evidence of 20 years of use, $2.5 million in annual sales, $25,000 annually 

in advertising and promotion, national distribution through 1400 distributors in 49 states and 

Canada, and nearly 100 unsolicited letters showing mark recognition held insufficient to show 
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acquired distinctiveness); In re Redken Laboratories Inc., 170 U.S.P.Q. 526 (TTAB 1971) 

(holding that ten years of use, $500,000.00 in promotion, and the staging of 300 demonstrations 

a year were insufficient to show acquired distinctiveness);  In re Interstate Folding Box Co., 167 

U.S.P.Q. 241 (TTAB 1970) (over 30 years of use, 70 million cartons sold throughout the U.S. 

and $50,000 in advertising per year held insufficient to prove acquired distinctiveness).  

Moreover, even an expensive and successful advertising campaign only suggests 

the efforts were made to acquire distinctiveness but does not demonstrate that the efforts have 

borne fruit. Target Brands, 85 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1681; Tires, Tires, Tires, 94 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1158.  

Therefore, it is necessary to examine the advertising material to see what the commercial 

impression is created by the mark’s use and what it means to the purchasers.  In re Redken 

Laboratories Inc., 170 U.S.P.Q. at 529 (TTAB 1971).  

There is no such evidence in the record.  Mr. Welling admitted that he had no 

knowledge of how any of the money represented on the Spreadsheet was actually spent.  

(Welling Dep. 80:22-81:4).  Mr. Welling did admit, however, that he was aware of no 

advertising of LIMITED conducted by Panini or its predecessors on television, radio, internet, in 

consumer print media or via direct mail to consumers.  (Id. at  96:1-23, 97:3-15).    

Panini’s advertising and promotion figures, even if fully credited, are of no aid in 

proving acquired distinctiveness.  

3. Evidence of Trade Promotion and Blog Comments Are Insignificant 

Panini’s only evidence of any actual promotion are trade brochures for various 

sets of cards bearing dates from 2008 through 2012.  (Panini Ex. 36).  These were allegedly 
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circulated to Panini’s distributors and hobby stores, not to individual customers.  (Welling Dep. 

88:13-25).  Mr. Welling had no knowledge of how many copies of each brochure were 

circulated.  (Id. at 89:1-7).5  Accordingly, the impact of the trade brochures on the relevant 

public, namely trading card collectors, was minimal at best.  

Finally, Panini’s proffered evidence of user comments on Panini’s blog does not 

prove that consumers view the term “limited” as a source identifier.   At his deposition Panini’s 

witness pointed to several comments by the blog users made between 2010 through 2013 where 

they referred to Panini’s LIMITED cards  using capital “L”. (Welling Dep. at 57:9-69:8).  Over 

Topps’s counsel objection, Mr. Welling stated that, in his opinion, the use of the  capital “L” by 

the blog users signifies their recognition of LIMITED as a brand and rather than just a 

descriptive designation.  (Id. at 57:20-24).   

Mr. Welling’s opinion testimony is inadmissible under Rule 701, Federal Rules of 

Evidence.  He has neither educational background nor experience in consumer psychology (Id. at 

70:3-8), and was a fact witness for Panini.   

Furthermore, Mr. Welling ignored numerous instances where the blog users used 

a lower case “l” when referring to Panini’s Limited cards.  (Panini Ex. 49 at PA-0354) (“this 

year’s limited looks good…Nice job Panini”); (id. at PA-0355) (‘…is there a more limited prime 

version?”); (Panini Ex. 50 at PA-0375) (“I see a Faried RC Auto in the gallery, so he will have 2 

limited rookies?”); (id. at PA-0377) (“I'm super excited about limited being back this week!”).   

5  The evidence of the 2008 brochure should be entirely disregarded because  the 2008 brochure promotes the mark 
LEAF LIMITED and there is no evidence that it was in fact circulated to the public. (See Welling Dep. 89:8-90:4, 
Panini Ex. 36 at PA-0082).  
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More importantly, Panini provided no evidence as to how many people visited its 

Panini America blog since its inception or how many people registered to be able to comment on 

the blog entries.  While Panini appears to possess certain data about the traffic on its blog, 

including the numbers of registered members and visitors to the blog, (Welling Dep. 91:4-92:1), 

Panini did not disclose this information to its witness, and it is not in the record.  The rational 

inference is that these numbers are low and, if disclosed, would expose the relative obscurity of 

Panini’s alleged trademark.  

Accordingly, neither the trade brochures nor the user comments on Panini’s blog 

signify consumer recognition for “limited” as a trademark. 

4. Third Party Use of “Limited” Reinfo rces the Lack of Distinctiveness  

Between 1995 and 2013, several trading card manufactures used the term 

“limited” on various sets and series of sports trading cards.  For example, Upper Deck produced 

and marketed for the 2012-13, 2008-9, 2006-7 and 2003-4 seasons hockey cards designated as 

LIMITED. (Opposer’s Notice of Reliance, Exs. D2, D5, D8;  Panini Exs. 52, 54, 56).  Upper 

Deck issued a series of LIMITED baseball cards for the 2008 season. (Topps Ex. 40).  Between 

2003-2009, Upper Deck sold a series of highly valued and sought after trading cards under the 

mark LIMITED LOGOS.  (Narzissenfeld Dep. 18:18-20:2; 21:5-24, Topps Ex. 5).  Upper Deck 

also produced cards under the trademark SP LIMITED (Topps Exs. 8, 18, 27); EXTRA 

LIMITED (Topps Ex. 13) and LIMITED THREADS (Topps Ex. 51).   

Panini’s witness Martin Welling was an Upper Deck executive for 18 years.  

After first testifying that Panini had made substantially exclusive use of LIMITED for five years 

prior to December 2012, (Welling Dep. 12:19-24), he admitted that Upper Deck had produced 
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sports cards under LIMITED marks between 2005 and 2010.  (Id., 73:1-74:9, Topps Exs. 100-

102). 

Another competitor known as Fleer Skybox produced and marketed in 1997 and 

1998 baseball and basketball cards featuring the name LIMITED ACCESS.  (Narzissenfeld Dep. 

16:24-17:17, 32:2-33:2, 33:20-34:19, Topps Exs. 4, 24, 25).  Likewise, Just Memorabilia, Inc., a 

trading card manufacturer operating under the name Just Minors, released in 2006 and 2007 

baseball cards bearing the mark JUST LIMITED.  (Id. at 37:23-40:12, Topps Exs. 31, 33).  

Another card manufacturer doing business under the name Classic Images or Images Limited 

released trading cards under the name IMAGES LIMITED.  (Id. at 29:21-31:7, Topps Ex. 21).6 

In addition, articles in various printed publications from the Lexis/Nexis database 

reference, among others, the following instances of use of “limited” in the names of trading 

cards: “Thee Bees Limited  Edition Trading Cards” (Notice of Reliance, Ex. C at TO-0148) 

(emphasis added); “Gold Medal Winner Limited  Edition Collector Cards” (id., Ex. C at TO-

0150);  the “2008 Ty Cobb Limited  Edition Baseball Card” (id., Ex. C at TO-0154) (emphasis 

added); “Limited  Edition Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Trading Cards” (id., Ex. C at TO -

0155) (emphasis added). 

Topps acknowledges that some of these are uses of “limited” in conjunction with 

another word.  Nevertheless, it is well-recognized that use of a descriptive term by others on the 

same or similar products precludes the possibility that the term could indicate origin in only one 

producer.  Roselux Chem. Co. ,Inc. v. Parsons Ammonia Co., Inc., 299 F.2d 855, 132 U.S.P.Q. 

                                                 
6  Neither Upper Deck, nor Skybox, nor Fleer, nor Just Memorabilia nor Images Limited are Panini’s predecessors, 
parent or subsidiary companies. (Opposer’s Second Notice of Reliance, Ex. E).   
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627 (C.C.P.A. 1962); See also Levi Strauss & Co. v. Genesco, Inc., 742 F.2d 1401, 1403, 222 

U.S.P.Q. 939, 940-41 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (“When the record shows that purchasers are confronted 

with more than one (let alone numerous) independent users of a term or device, an application 

for registration under Section 2(f) cannot be successful, for distinctiveness on which purchasers 

may rely is lacking under such circumstances.”); Target Brands, 85 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1682-83 

(substantial use of mark by opposer’s parent company and additional use of mark by numerous 

third parties “seriously undercuts if not nullifies applicant’s claim of acquired distinctiveness”). 

The record shows that Panini’s use of LIMITED has never been “substantially exclusive”.  

Panini’s meager evidence of its own sales, advertising and brand recognition, 

standing alone, dooms Panini’s claim of acquired distinctiveness.  The third party evidence is the 

final nail in the coffin.  

V. CONCLUSION 

The evidence submitted by Topps herein unequivocally establishes that the 

relevant public primarily understands the term “limited” descriptively for sports trading cards 

that are produced or are available in limited quantities. .  

 Since LIMITED is highly descriptive mark, there must be substantial evidence 

demonstrating that the relevant public views LIMITED as a source-identifier for Panini’s 

products in order to find acquired distinctiveness. Panini’s evidence, even if it is admissible, falls 

far short of this Board’s standards. 

 

 



The opposition should be sustained and Panini's application should be refused. 

Dated: New York, New York 
August 29, 2014 
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Decision: Accordingly, taking into consideration the entire

record herein, all three alternative refusals to register

Applicant’s mark CLOUDTV are affirmed as to all four

classes of goods and services. We find that this term is

generic; in the alternative, if this term should be found not

to be generic, we find that the term is highly descriptive,

and that Applicant has failed to make a sufficient showing

of acquired distinctiveness under Section 2(f) of the Act to

permit registration of this term on the Principal Register.

Core Terms

cloud, generic, television, software, network, goods and

services, registration, video, platform, user, technology,

web, storing, electronic, consumer, dictionary, stream,

interactive, advertize, online, screen, media, remote, cable,

customer, computer service, multimedia, broadcast,

website, genus
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Panel: Before Bucher, Gorowitz and Masiello,

Administrative Trademark Judges.

Opinion By: BUCHER

Opinion

This Opinion is a Precedent of the TTAB

Opinion by Bucher, Administrative Trademark Judge:

ActiveVideo Networks, Inc. (hereinafter [*2] ″Applicant″

or ″ActiveVideo″) seeks registration on the Principal

Register of the term CLOUDTV (in standard character

format) for the following goods and services:

software for developing and publishing

applications for viewing, displaying, selecting,

browsing, customizing, organizing, searching

and navigating audiovisual and multimedia

content on a television, gaming console,

mobile device or other network-connected

display; computer e-commerce software to

allow users to perform electronic business

transactions via a video-on-demand service in

International Class 9;

broadcasting of television programs and

providing telecommunication connectivity

services for transfer of images, messages,

audio, visual, audiovisual, and multimedia

works for viewing on a television, gaming

console, mobile device or other

network-connected display via a

video-on-demand service via network-based

media processing software in International

Class 38;

provision of non-downloadable television and

other audiovisual and multimedia content via a

video-on-demand service via network-based

media processing software in International

Class 41; and

providing temporary use of online [*3]

non-downloadable network-based media

processing software for viewing, displaying,

selecting, browsing, customizing, organizing,

searching and navigating audiovisual and

multimedia content on a television, gaming

console, mobile device or other

network-connected display; providing

technical support consulting services

regarding troubleshooting of network-based

media processing software; product

development consultation related to the

design, development and implementation of

network-based media processing services and

software; providing temporary use of online

1 Although Ms. Feldman-Lehker represented the Office at the Oral Hearing on October 29, 2013, Ms. Ingrid C. Eulin handled

the earlier prosecution of this application on the United States Patent and Trademark Office’s behalf.
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non-downloadable network based media

processing software for facilitation of

purchases for viewing, displaying, selecting,

browsing, customizing, organizing, searching

and navigating audiovisual and multimedia

content displayed on a television, gaming

console, mobile device, or other

network-connected display in International

Class 42. 2

[*4]

I. Prosecution History

The Trademark Examining Attorney refused registration

of Applicant’s applied-for mark, CLOUDTV , on the

ground that the term is merely descriptive of the

Applicant’s goods and services under Trademark Act

Section 2(e)(1), 15 U.S.C. § 1052(e)(1), which prohibits

registration of any term, which ″when used on or in

connection with the goods [or services] of the Applicant is

merely descriptive… of them… .″ Thereafter, registration

was refused because the proposed mark appears to be

generic as applied to the identified goods and services, and

Applicant’s claim of acquired distinctiveness pursuant to

Section 2(f) of the Trademark Act was rejected

accordingly.

After the initial refusal and Applicant’s first response, the

Trademark Examining Attorney issued a final refusal on

the grounds that the asserted mark was merely descriptive.

Thereafter, ActiveVideo filed this appeal, a request for

reconsideration, and, in the alternative, provided evidence

that the asserted CLOUDTV mark had acquired

distinctiveness due to its usage in the marketplace. With

this submission, Applicant also provided the declaration of

Edgar [*5] Villalpando, Applicant’s Sr. Vice President of

Marketing, including as an attached exhibit a photograph

of Applicant’s booth at the 2010 National Cable &

Telecommunications Association tradeshow, as shown

above. 3 The appeal was suspended, and after a further

refusal and response thereto in which ActiveVideo

provided more evidence of the alleged recognition of

CLOUDTV as a mark, the Trademark Examining Attorney

continued the descriptiveness refusal and rejection of

acquired distinctiveness evidence and also refused

registration on the grounds that the asserted mark is

generic. In response, ActiveVideo provided more evidence

of the distinctive character of its asserted mark along with

an Amendment to Allege Use for the listed goods in

International Class 9. The Trademark Examining Attorney

then issued a final refusal on the ground that the mark is

generic, and alternatively, that the mark is merely

descriptive and lacks acquired distinctiveness, and this

appeal was resumed. The issues on appeal have all been

thoroughly briefed.

[*6]

Arguing vehemently against these refusals, Applicant

contends that the Trademark Examining Attorney has not

met the Office’s burden of proving that CLOUDTV is

generic, that the CLOUDTV mark is not even merely

descriptive as applied to ActiveVideo’s goods and

services, and, in the alternative, that ActiveVideo has

proven acquired distinctiveness for this term.

II. Applicant’s business

The record shows that in early 2006, ICTV with its

HeadendWare system acquired Switched Media with its

InStream platform. Initially ICTV focused on offering

web-driven, interactive television (iTV) fare, first

demonstrating a ″personalized″ video mosaic -- a

navigation application that creates ″thumbnail″ images of

multiple video channels on one screen. The goal was to

blend the quality of cable TV with the interactive nature

and unlimited choices of ″over-the-top″ (OTT) 4

broadband video. In 2008, ICTV was renamed

″ActiveVideo Networks, ″ attempting to reflect its

emphasis on becoming a service provider rather than a

technology vendor. As listed above, ActiveVideo provides

both software and software-based services. ActiveVideo’s

CLOUDTV software is included in Philips [*7] television

sets and/or Blu-ray video players sold across the United

States. The services involved in this appeal are made

possible through a software platform that can be used by

cable and satellite television providers to provide, in turn,

interactive television content to television customers

through the viewer’s existing set-top-box (STB). In short,

2 Application Serial No. 77967395 was filed on March 24, 2010. The service classes were initially based upon Applicant’s

claim of first use anywhere and use in commerce since at least as early as April 28, 2009; the software in International Class 9

was initially based upon Applicant’s allegation of a bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce under Section 1(b) of the Act;

on July 11, 2012, Applicant filed an Amendment to Allege Use (AAU) with respect to the goods in International Class 9

claiming first use anywhere and use in commerce since at least as early as December 20, 2011.

3 Second Villalpando Dec. at P 13; Ex. E to Second Villalpando Dec.

4 As seen throughout this record, ″over-the-top″ content refers to the delivery of video, audio and other media over the Internet

from third parties such as Netflix, YouTube, Hulu, etc. For example, see Applicant’s response of December 11, 2011, 17 TSDR

at 76 of 201.
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this is a form of ″TV Everywhere″ (TVE), a model that

allows subscribers to watch what they want, when they

want it and on any device -- from TVs to PCs, tablets,

smartphones and a growing number of other types of

mobile devices.

III. The Component Terms of CLOUDTV

Applicant’s alleged CLOUDTV mark is a compound term

formed by combining the words ″Cloud″ and ″TV.″ We

first [*8] analyze the components as a step on the way to

determining the distinctiveness (or lack thereof) of

CLOUDTV as a whole. See, e.g., 1800Mattress.com IP,

LLC, 586 F.3d 1359, 92 USPQ2d 1682, 1684 (Fed. Cir.

2009) (explaining that the Board appropriately considered

the separate meanings of ″mattress″ and ″.com″ when

determining that the combination ″mattress.com″ was

generic) ; In re Oppedahl & Larson LLP, 373 F.3d 1171,

71 USPQ2d 1370, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (″In considering

a mark as a whole, the Board weighs the individual

components of the mark to determine the overall

impression or the descriptiveness of the mark and its

various components.″).

A. The Term TV

Applicant, in its appeal brief, did not contest the generic

nature of the term TV for the goods and services involved

herein. In addition, the Trademark Examining Attorney

submitted for the record multiple definitions of

″television, ″ showing that ″TV″ is frequently used as a

shorthanded designation for ″television, ″ including:

tel-e-vi-sion NOUN:

1. The transmission of visual images of

moving and stationary objects, generally with

accompanying sound, as electromagnetic [*9]

waves and the reconversion of received waves

into visual images.

2. a. An electronic apparatus that receives

electromagnetic waves and displays the

reconverted images on a screen.

b. The integrated audible and

visible content of the

electromagnetic waves received

and converted by such an

apparatus.3. The industry of

producing and broadcasting

television programs. 5

television noun

1. the system or process of producing on a

distant screen a series of transient visible

images, usually with an accompanying sound

signal. Electrical signals, converted from

optical images by a camera tube, are

transmitted by UHF or VHF radio waves or by

cable and reconverted into optical images by

means of a television tube inside a television

set

2. Also called: television set. a device

designed to receive and convert incoming

electrical signals into a series of visible images

on a screen together with accompanying sound

3. the content, etc., of television programmes

4. the occupation or profession concerned with

any aspect of the broadcasting of television

programmes => he’s in television

5. (modifier) of, relating to, or used in the

transmission or reception of [*10] video and

audio UHF or VHF radio signals => a

television transmitter

TV6

television n

. an electronic device that receives

television signals and displays

them on a screen Synonyms:… tv,

tv set Type of: receiver, receiving

system, set that receives radio or

tv signals

. a telecommunication system that

transmits images of objects

(stationary or moving) between

distant points

Synonyms: television system

Types: …

Type of: telecom equipment,

telecom system,

telecommunication equipment,

telecommunication system: a

communication system for

communicating at a distance

. broadcasting visual images of

stationary or moving objects

5 education.yahoo.com/ , Office Action of August 6, 2012, 9 TSDR at 41-42 of 54.

6 collinsdictionary.com/ , Office Action of August 6, 2012, 9 TSDR at 43-46 of 54.
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Synonyms: TV, telecasting, video
7

[*11]

The term TV in the mark, when considered in relation to

the goods and services, conveys the dictionary meanings.

All of Applicant’s goods and services ultimately involve

streaming images to some form of electronic device

having a screen. Given contemporary changes in visual

media involving ″convergence″ and interactive

technologies, ″TV″ is understood variously as an object, a

medium, content, a format, and/or an industry. We

sometimes view television programming on a traditional

receiving set, online, on ″catch up,″ 8 or even on a device

that is not a TV at all. In any case, the content of the many

articles that are included in this record in the field of

streaming video to a multiplicity of screens, supports that

″television″ and its universally recognized short-hand

designation -- TV -- names Applicant’s products and

services. Therefore, we find that ″TV,″ standing alone, is

generic for these goods and services.

[*12]

B. The Term Cloud

Turning then to the word ″cloud, ″ the Trademark

Examining Attorney included dictionary definitions of

″cloud, ″ ″the cloud, ″ and ″cloud computing, ″ as well as

articles from the Internet showing usage of the term

″Cloud TV″ in a non-source-indicating manner:

cloud computing -- definition

the use of computer programs that are on the

Internet rather than on your own computer 9

cloud

a.k.a. the cloud

Originally this was a term for the

unpredictable part of a network that data

travels through on its way to its final

destination. In a packet-switched network, the

physical path on which the data packet travels

can vary from one packet to the next. In a

circuit-switched network, the specific circuit

can vary from one connection to the next.

It later morphed into ″the cloud″ - which refers

to a style of computing in which dynamic,

scalable and virtual resources are provided

over the Internet. Known as cloud computing,

it refers to services that provide common

business applications online, which are

accessed from a Web browser, while the [*13]

software and data are stored on the servers.

See also: in the cloud, cloud computing 10

cloud

(1) Also referred to as a network cloud. In

telecommunications, a cloud refers to a public

or semi-public space on transmission lines

(such as T1 or T3) that exists between the end

points of a transmission. Data that is

transmitted across a WAN enters the network

from one end point using a standard protocol

suite such as Frame Relay and then enters the

network cloud where it shares space with other

data transmissions. The data emerges from the

cloud -- where it may be encapsulated,

translated and transported in myriad ways -- in

the same format as when it entered the cloud.

A network cloud exists because when data is

transmitted across a packet-switched network

in a packet, no two packets will necessarily

follow the same physical path. The

unpredictable area that the

(2) See also cloud computing . 11

cloud computing Noun

(informal, computing ) Computing services

provided over the Internet (or ″cloud″ ),

whereby shared resources, software, and

information are provided to computers and

7 vocabulary.com/ dictionary/ , Office Action of August 6, 2012, 9 TSDR at 47-48 of 54. The Trademark Examining Attorney

also provided dictionary entries from sources such as macmillandictionary.com/ dictionary/ , merriam-webster.com/ dictionary/ and

foldoc.org/.

8 As used throughout this record, ″Catch up TV″ is simply a broad reference to video on demand which allows users to select

and watch video when they choose to rather than having to watch at the time of broadcast.

9 macmillandictionary.com/ , Office Action of November 15, 2010, 21 TSDR at 50 of 71.

10 www.netlingo.com/, Office Action of November 15, 2010, 21 TSDR at 36 of 71.

11 webopedia.com/ , Office Action of November 15, 2010, 21 TSDR at 38 of 71.
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other devices on demand. 12

[*14]

Cloud

A cloud is any switched network that provides

service while hiding its functional details from

its users. A user simply connects to the edge of

the cloud, and trusts the network to handle the

details of moving a signal or data across to its

destination. The PSTN and the Internet are

two well-known examples of cloud networks.
13

cloud ==>

cloud computing

<architecture> A loosely defined term for any

system providing access via [*15] the Internet

to processing power, storage, software or other

computing services, often via a web browser.

Typically these services will be rented from an

external company that hosts and manages

them. 14

The Trademark Examining Attorney also placed into the

record a helpful primer on ″cloud computing″ taken from

Wikipedia, on June 24, 2010, and again on November 15,

2010. 15

Nonetheless, as to the connotation of the [*16] word

″cloud, ″ Applicant steers us toward several dictionary

entries offering a different meaning, as follows:

cloud ’klaud

1 : a visible mass of particles of condensed

vapor (as water or ice) suspended in the

atmosphere of a planet (as the earth) or moon

2 : something resembling or suggesting a

cloud: as

a: a light filmy, puffy, or billowy mass

seeming to float in the air <a cloud of blond

hair> <a ship under a cloud of sail>

b : (1): a usually visible mass of minute

particles suspended in the air or a gas (2): an

aggregation of usually obscuring matter

especially in interstellar space (3): an

aggregate of charged particles (as electrons)

c: a great crowd or multitude: swarm <clouds

of mosquitoes>

3 : something that has a dark, lowering, or

threatening aspect <clouds of war> <a cloud

of suspicion>

4 : something that obscures or blemishes <a

cloud of ambiguity>

5 : a dark or opaque vein or spot (as in marble

or a precious stone)

6 : the computers and connections that support

cloud computing <storing files in the cloud >
16

[*17] cloud /

> a usually grey or white mass in the sky,

made of very small drops of water:

> a mass of something such as dust or smoke

that looks like a cloud: 17

Applicant also included the definition of ″cloud″ from

Wikipedia. Substantially all of this nineteen-page

screen-print is a detailed discussion of the meteorological

meaning of the word ″cloud, ″ containing only a single line

as follows: ″In computer science the term Cloud is often

associated with Cloud Computing. ″
18

As to the word ″cloud″ alone, [*18] Applicant is correct

in pointing out that general dictionaries show that the

standard definitions of the term ″cloud″ occur in a

meteorological context (e.g., particles of condensed vapor

suspended in the atmosphere) or often literary forms

analogized thereto (e.g., ″gathering clouds of war″).

However, these connotations of the word ″cloud″ are

irrelevant in this case inasmuch as the determination of

whether a proposed mark is capable of achieving

12 en.wiktionary.org/, Office Action of November 15, 2010, 21 TSDR at 52 of 71.

13 glossary.westnetinc.com/ , Office Action of November 15, 2010, 21 TSDR at 41 of 71.

14 foldoc.org/, see Office Action of June 24, 2010, 24 TSDR at 22 of 69.

15 en.wikipedia.org/. In the context of the increasing significance of ″the cloud″ in recent years, we note in comparing the

Wikipedia ″references″ listed in several discrete entries for ″cloud computing″ over the past several years how quickly this field

is growing and changing. See 24 TSDR at 32-42 of 69 and 21 TSDR at 54-66 of 71.

16 merriam-webster.com/ , Applicant’s response of May 12, 2011, 20 TSDR at 22-23 of 57.

17 dictionary. cambridge.org/us/, Applicant’s response of May 12, 2011, 20 TSDR at 26 of 57.

18 en.wikipedia.org/ as accessed by Applicant on May 12, 2011, 20 TSDR at 29-47 of 57.
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significance as a source identifier must be made in relation

to the goods and services for which registration is sought,

not in the abstract. In re Chamber of Commerce of the

U.S., 675 F.3d 1297, 102 USPQ2d 1217, 1219 (Fed. Cir.

2012); and In re Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, 488 F.3d 960,

82 USPQ2d 1828, 1831 (Fed. Cir. 2007). The fact that a

term may have a different meaning in another context is

not controlling. For this reason, we find the ″cloud″ entries

from the specialty dictionaries as cited by the Trademark

Examining Attorney to be the definitions that are most

apropos to the manner in which ″cloud″ is used at the

intersection of streaming video and interactive television.

In this context, Applicant [*19] charges that ″[a] primary

issue central to this case is the Examining Attorney’s

apparent misunderstanding of the nature of ActiveVideo’s

cutting edge goods and services … .″ While we disagree

with this allegation generally, we acknowledge that most

of the excerpts the previous Trademark Examining

Attorney included from Lexis/Nexis just

… happen to have the words ″cloud″ and ″tv″

in proximity to each other, but otherwise are

completely random and have absolutely no

connection to the phrase CLOUDTV or the

goods and services at issue here.

Applicant’s brief at 9-10. For example, of the

one-hundred quick excerpts from the Lexis/Nexis

search results appended to the Office action of

January 11, 2012 (15 TSDR), only three discrete

news releases were relevant to the facts of this case:

(1) Story number 52 is a story about

Applicant;

(2) Stories ## 6, 11, 31, 32 and 100 are

duplicative, but they do make a generic

reference to ″Cloud TV,″ which is relevant to

our determination herein:

Liberty Global 2nd Screen iPad

TV Application Developed by

Intellicore

September 09, 2011

AMSTERDAM--Intellicore, a

developer of innovative IPTV &

Cloud TV [*20] applications for

iPad, is the company that

developed the 2nd Screen

application for Liberty Global’s

Horizon Project. The iPad

application was shown during the

IBC keynote session of Mike

Fries, President & CEO of Liberty

Global.(3) Stories ## 37, 86, 98

and 99 are duplicative, but again,

they make a generic reference to

″cloud TV,″ which is also relevant

to the case at hand:

Referencing Strategy Analytics

2011 Predictions

Boston, MA - December 21 2010

-- Will 2011 be the year of

Facebook TV, CloudTunes and

Wii2? Strategy Analytics’ analysts

have dug themselves out of snow

drifts, put another log on the fire,

and pooled their thoughts on the

year ahead. Connected TV will

not be going away, in spite of

early glitches: Google, Apple and

Microsoft may be joined by

Facebook in the race to develop a

world-beating cloud TV service…

Additionally, we agree with Applicant that

some of the screen-prints drawn from

third-party websites were totally unrelated to

the case at hand. 19

[*21]

In any case, the entire record herein shows that in the field

of computers and telecommunications, the ″cloud symbol″

(as shown in the images below, for example) has for

decades represented a general computer network. It is

interesting to note that in one source accessed by the

Trademark Examining Attorney in June 2010 and again in

November 2010, the cloud imagery still represented a

general network as it has for decades. Yet that same entry

19 In addition to the weakness of the Lexis/Nexis evidence, not every website put forward by the Office during the prosecution

of this application, wherein the word ″cloud″ preceded the term ″tv,″ is relevant to the issues at hand. For example, the site

tvcloud is ″dedicated to beautiful clouds in the blue sky, Cloud-TV is a grandiose time-lapse project ...″ designed by one Jay

Versluis, ″a restless Creative Junkie, Plastic Shooter, Broadcast Professional and WordPress Guru″; ″Cloud″ is the name of a manga

character in ″Fung Wun,″ spcnet.tv; from learndevnow, one learns through videos the power of the Cloud; a file storage provider,

cloudcovertv.com; and finally, unisys.com, Unisys Corp. produced a TV series on ″the cloud, ″ discussing where it believes

things are now, and where developments in ″the cloud″ should be headed in the future.
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currently labels the cloud as the Internet: Cloud (1988)

Cloud (2013) 20

Hence, while the Internet is not coterminous with ″the

cloud, ″ the definitions of ″cloud″ reviewed above

demonstrate that whether one focuses on multiple-system

operators (MSOs), consumer electronics [*22] (CE)

manufacturers, or web denizens, the term ″cloud″ will

immediately be seen as generic for packet-switched

computer networks that link distant servers to one’s TV,

computer or other smart devices having screens.

Citing to dictionary entries found in sources such as

NetLingo and Webopedia, Applicant seeks to create

ambiguity from the technical definitions of the word

″cloud″ by emphasizing language referring to the cloud,

such as ″the unpredictable part of a network. ″ We

disagree with these attempts by Applicant to demonstrate

that ″cloud″ is an ambiguous term when considered in

conjunction with its goods and services, and therefore not

immediately descriptive or generic. In reality, this

″unpredictable″ language dates all the way back to the

earliest days of the first packet-switched network, the

ARPANet, having the earliest conception, architecture and

design of the Internet as we know it, and is nothing more

than an explanation of the way in which two or more

related and inexorably linked data packets may follow

quite different paths in the hidden parts of this

packet-switched network as they both/all make their way

to the same final destination.

Actually, Applicant concedes [*23] that ″[t]erms such as

Cloud , Internet, Web, and computer network are fully

available for use. In re Seats, [Inc., 757 F.2d 274, 225

USPQ 364, 368 (Fed. Cir. 1985)].″ Applicant’s brief at 19

(emphasis supplied). We agree with Applicant on the

narrow point that no one in Applicant’s field can claim

exclusive rights in the term ″cloud. ″
21 This conclusion is

entirely consistent with all of the dictionary definitions

made of record. From Applicant’s own website, we see the

importance of the ″cloud″ to its goods and services.

Applicant’s many press releases and subsequent articles

about its products repeatedly use terms like ″the Internet

cloud″ ″Television in the cloud, ″ industry-leading

″cloud-based platform, ″ ″an application platform in the

cloud, ″ ″moving the TV-viewing experience to the cloud,

″ ″distribute content from the cloud, ″ ″the network cloud,

″ benefits of ″cloud-based processing,″ ″cloud-based UIs,″

″total cloud, ″ ″doing the heavy processing in the cloud, ″

and ″advanced TV software platform based entirely in the

cloud. ″
22

[*24]

In support of registration, Applicant argues that the United

States Patent and Trademark Office has permitted

numerous similar marks for computer software and related

services to be registered by third-parties, such as the

following:

GLOBAL CLOUD for ″computer services, namely, global computer

network development, web site design, web site

consulting, database design development, and

computer middleware development″ in

International Class 9; 23

THE CLOUD for ″marketing and promoting the goods and

services of others via a wireless network″ in

International Class 35; ″text and numeric

wireless digital messaging services″ in

20 For example, see Office Action of November 15, 2010, 21 TSDR at 44 of 71; compare with COMPUTER DESKTOP

ENCYCLOPEDIA (2013) as captured in the ″cloud″ entry of the online encyclopedia of thefreedictionary.com.

21 However, we note that Applicant later states, in what appears to be a contradictory position, that ″Here, the individual terms

[″cloud″ & ″tv″] are not generic for software for interactive television … .″ Applicant’s reply brief at 6. This would also seem

to be a different approach than seen above when discussing the degree of descriptiveness (or distinctiveness) of the term ″tv,″ where

we noted that Applicant, in its initial appeal brief, did not contest the generic nature of the term ″tv″ for the goods and services

involved herein.

22 Our primary reviewing court has made clear that the way an applicant uses an alleged mark (or a component term in a

mark), or the goods and services in connection with which it uses the alleged mark, in promotional materials or packaging, is

relevant to whether consumers will perceive the mark as an indicator of source or instead as descriptive or generic. See, e.g., In

re Chamber of Commerce of the U.S., 675 F.3d 1297, 102 USPQ2d 1217, 1220 (Fed. Cir. 2012); In re Reed Elsevier Properties Inc.,

482 F.3d 1376, 82 USPQ2d 1378, 1380-81 (Fed. Cir. 2007); In re Nett Designs, Inc., 236 F.3d 1339, 57 USPQ2d 1564, 1566

(Fed. Cir. 2001); In re Water Gremlin Co. 635 F.2d 841, 208 USPQ 89, 92 (CCPA 1980); In re Abcor Dev. Corp., 588 F.2d 811,

200 USPQ 215, 218 (CCPA 1978).

23 Registration No. 2566720 issued on May 7, 2002, renewed.
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International Class 38;

″hosting of digital content on the Internet″ in

International Class 42; 24

CLOUDCORE for ″providing temporary use of on-line

non-downloadable software for development and

customization of software for use in integrated

open source computer software platforms and

related computer systems″ in International Class

42; 25

CLOUD Computing Cunsultants for ″technical consulting services in the field

I.T. simplified. of cloud computing″ in International Class

42; 26

CLOUD ATTACHED for ″embedded computer servers; data storage

STORAGE management software; computer network storage

devices, namely, storage subsystems for storage

and backup of electronic data either locally or

via a telecommunications network; networking

software, namely, software for setting up and

configuring managed storage and online backup

services over wide area networks; computer

software and hardware for synchronizing and

connecting local network storage and global

computer networks; computer storage appliances,

namely, network attached storage devices for

file sharing and cloud backup; computer hardware

and software for storing and managing data on

local and internet-based file servers″ in

International Class 9;

″providing online, non-downloadable computer

software for use in storing and managing the

computer data of others; data encryption

services for others; back-up services for

computer hard drive data; computer services,

namely, data recovery services; data

synchronization services in the nature of data

recover services; providing a web site either

locally or via a telecommunications network

featuring technology that enables internet users

to publicly share data; hosting an on-line web

site featuring storage solutions″ in

International Class 42; 27

Cloud Computing for ″computer software for management and

24 Registration No. 3028364 issued on December 13, 2005; Section 8 affidavit accepted. Presumably in the ten years since this

application was examined, ″the Cloud″ has taken on a whole new meaning!

25 Registration No. 3047206 issued on January24, 2006.

26 Registration No. 3739774 issued on January 19, 2010. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the words ″Cloud

Computing Consultants I.T.″ apart from the mark as shown.

27 Registration No. 3759519 issued on the Supplemental Register on March 9, 2010. No claim is made to the exclusive right

to use the words ″Attached Storage″ apart from the mark as shown.
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Made Easy security for cloud computing″ in International

Class 9;

″providing on-line non-downloadable software for

management and security for cloud computing″ in

International Class 42; 28

THE WORLD’S for ″providing access to virtual computing

MOST SECURE & resources, hosted operating systems and computer

RELIABLE CLOUD applications through a global computer network

COMPUTING and organizational networks; computer services,

namely, providing access to virtual computing

environments of variable capacity, consisting of

virtualized computer hardware, computer

software, Internet connectivity, computer and

network security, and data storage facilities

through a global computer network and

organizational networks″ in International Class

38; ″providing technical support services,

namely, troubleshooting and daily operational

support of virtual computing environments and

their core components which include computer

hardware, computer software, Internet bandwidth,

networking hardware and software, security

hardware and software, and data storage systems″

in International Class 42; 29

CLOUD ASSURE for ″application service provider (ASP)

featuring software that provides security

measures, performance tests and availability

monitoring for software applications delivered

and consumed over the Internet; computer

software services, namely, technical support

for computer software problems, remote

management of computer applications for others″

in International Class 42; 30

CONNECT THE for ″communication services, namely, electronic

CLIENT & THE transmission of data and documents among users

CLOUD of computers″ in International Class 38;

″storage services for archiving databases,

images and other electronic data of others″ in

International Class 39;

″computer services, namely, managing data,

software applications, and computer settings on

individual and business computer systems;

remotely monitoring the status of users’ and

businesses’ data and systems; providing

continuous backup, persistent file sharing,

28 Registration No. 3762495 issued on March 23, 2010.

29 Registration No. 3766255 issued on March 30 2010. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the phrase ″Secure &

Reliable Cloud Computing″ apart from the mark as shown.

30 Registration No. 3815430 issued on July 6, 2010.
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remote access, disaster recovery,

synchronization between computers, and security,

with automatic updating, eliminating the need

for manual interventions; maintaining data

synchronized on local computing environments and

on virtual environments on Internet storage;

enhancing file creation, file editing, file

deletion, file organization, work groups, and

portable computing; providing security and

restricting access and visibility of user data;

providing redundant data centers, website

training and education, and computer service

support″ in International Class 42; 31

Lift your company to for ″cloud computing featuring software for use

the cloud in the services industries for order management,

client and vendor relationship management,

business process automation, document management

services, document storage services, data

storage services, data transformation services,

messaging services, social networking services,

reporting, business intelligence, data

warehousing, e-commerce, electronic payment and

settlement; software as a service and platform

as a service for use in the management of the

valuation life cycle of real estate property,

featuring computer software platforms for the

fulfillment, creation, edition, assignment,

engagement or deletion of real estate property

valuations or appraisals, valuations or

appraisal reports, value or appraisal

reconciliations, valuation or appraisal reviews,

data modeling, management of panels of

appraisers; consulting in the field of

information technology; consulting services in

the field of cloud computing; computer services,

namely, remote and on-site management of the

information technology (IT) cloud computing

systems of others; providing a web site that

features information on computer technology and

programming″ in International Class 42; 32

THIS IS YOUR for ″electronic data storage services, namely,

CLOUD storing electronic data at data centers;

computer services in the nature of providing an

integrated suite of data and computer related

services, namely, electronic data storage″ in

International Class 39; ″computer services

in the nature of providing an integrated suite

of data and computer related services, namely,

31 Registration No. 3817520 issued on July 13, 2010.

32 Registration No. 4050775 issued on November 1, 2011.
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providing computer security consulting in the

area of data storage, online security and

information security vulnerability; computer

services in the nature of monitoring and

managing computer network systems; network

security services in the nature of computer

network security services, namely, restricting

access to and by computer networks to and of

undesired web sites, media and individuals and

facilities; security management services,

namely, computer consultation in the field of

computer security; disaster recovery services,

namely, computer disaster recovery planning

and recovery of computer data; server management

services, namely, hosting the web sites of

others on a computer server for a global

computer network; data backup services, namely,

back-up services for computer hard drive data;

web site hosting services; computer services,

namely, remote and on-site management of the

information technology cloud computing systems

of others; technical support services, namely,

remote and on-site infrastructure management

services for monitoring, administration and

management of public and private cloud computing

and application systems; consulting services in

the field of cloud computing, namely, consulting

in connection with cloud computing applications

and networks; technical consulting services in

the fields of public and private cloud

computing, namely, consulting services in the

field of design, selection, implementation and

use of computer hardware and software systems

for others; technical support services, namely,

monitoring of network systems, servers and web

and database applications and notification of

related events and alerts; providing on-demand

resource allocation for computer systems

including access to virtual servers and virtual

machines; hosting the software and other

computer applications of others on a virtual

private and public server; technical support

services for hardware, software and operating

systems in the nature of monitoring, diagnosing

and problem resolution related to software

applications; computer services, namely, remote

and on-site management of electronic messaging

systems of others including troubleshooting,

optimizing, patching, hardening, storage

management, mailbox movement, installation and

configuration and migration of electronic

messages and message systems, such as e-mail″ in
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International Class 42; 33

Powering The Cloud for ″computer application software for mobile

devices, social media in the nature of web and

mobile technologies, electronic commerce

activities and web sites, namely, platform as a

service featuring computer software platforms

that run on a cloud computing infrastructure for

providing short messaging services, electronic

mail, interactive voice response commands,

communication streams, web site postings, mobile

payments over QR codes and near field

communications, electronic payments, credit card

services, reading QR codes, cloud storage,

providing personal notifications, and location

based service and wireless content delivery″ in

International Class 42; 34

OUR SOFTWARE, for ″computer software for management of

YOUR CLOUD information technology (IT) infrastructure as

cloud computing″ in International Class 9; 35

CLOUD COMPUTING for ″computer services, namely, cloud hosting

TECHNOLOGIES provider services; computer services, namely,

integration of private and public cloud

computing environments; consulting services in

the field of cloud computing; IT consulting

services; providing virtual computer systems

and virtual computer environments through cloud

computing; technical consulting services in the

fields of datacenter architecture, public and

private cloud computing solutions, and

evaluation and implementation of internet

technology and services; technical support

services, namely, remote and on-site

infrastructure management services for

monitoring, administration and management of

public and private cloud computing IT and

application systems″ in International Class

42; 36

RIBBON CLOUD for ″cloud computing featuring software for use

in assessing, migrating and monitoring

on-premise applications to cloud-based

alternatives; computer services, namely, remote

and on-site management of the information

technology (IT) cloud computing systems of

others; computer services, namely, remote

33 Registration No. 4115833 issued on March 20, 2012.

34 Registration No. 4120827 issued on April 3, 2012.

35 Registration No. 4157268 issued on June 12, 2012.

36 Registration No. 4160045 issued on June 19, 2012. No claim is
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management of and on-site management of cloud

computing systems and applications for others;

consulting services in the field of cloud

computing; technical consulting services in the

fields of datacenter architecture, public and

private cloud computing solutions, and

evaluation and implementation of internet

technology and services; technical support

services, namely, remote and on-site

infrastructure management services for

monitoring, administration and management of

public and private cloud computing IT and

application systems″ in International Class

47; 37

cloud outside the box for ″cloud computing featuring software for use

in data back-up, data-base management and

application failover; cloud seeding; computer

services, namely, cloud hosting provider

services; providing virtual computer systems

and virtual computer environments through cloud

computing″ in International Class 42; 38

TALKIN’ CLOUD for ″blogs featuring news, information and

commentary in the field of cloud computing″ in

International Class 41; and ″providing a website

featuring information, news and commentary in

the field of cloud computing; providing

information in the field of cloud computing″ in

International Class 42. 39

[*25]

[*26]

As noted by the Trademark Examining Attorney, 40 the listed

third-party registrations present different circumstances on their

face. For example, they include registrations in which the term

″Cloud″ is disclaimed. Furthermore, consistent with United

37 Registration No. 4161062 issued on June 19, 2012. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the word ″Cloud″ apart

from the mark as shown.

38 Registration No. 4163716 issued on June 26, 2012. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the word ″cloud″ apart

from the mark as shown.

39 Registration No. 4163727 issued on June 26, 2012. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the word ″Cloud″ apart

from the mark as shown.

40 With respect to the third-party registrations Applicant refers to in its brief (at 12-13), the Trademark Examining Attorney

requests that we disregard this evidence, citing, inter alia, to In re Luxuria s.r.o., 100 USPQ2d 1146, 1147-48 (TTAB 2011); In

re Giovanni Food Co., 97 USPQ2d 1990, 1990-91 (TTAB 2011); In re Van Valkenburgh, 97 USPQ2d 1757, 1768 n.32, 1769 (TTAB

2011); and TBMP §§ 1203.02(e), 1207.01. However, a detailed table, containing substantially the same information as shown in

the table above, was included within Applicant’s submission of July 11, 2012. Copies of the registrations (or the complete electronic

equivalent from the United States Patent and Trademark Office’s automated systems) were never provided by Applicant.

However, in the Office’s continuing refusal of August 6, 2012, the Trademark Examining Attorney explicitly countered the

substance of these references but failed to advise Applicant that this detailed list does not make the registrations of record.

Accordingly, we find that the Trademark Examining Attorney waived her objection to the admissibility of these references. See

In re City of Houston, 101 USPQ2d 1534, 1536 (TTAB 2012), citing In re Broyhill Furniture Indus. Inc., 60 USPQ2d 1511, 1513

n.3 (TTAB 2001))). See also In re Hayes, 62 USPQ2d 1443, 1445 n.3 (TTAB 2002); In re 1st USA Realty Professionals Inc.,

84 USPQ2d 1581, 1583 (TTAB 2007); and In re Boyd Gaming Corp., 57 USPQ2d 1944, 1945 n.4 (TTAB 2000). In view thereof,

we have considered the list and the detailed information provided during examination.
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States Patent and Trademark Office examination guidelines,

disclaimers are not required when the word is part of a slogan, as

are [*27] the majority of these examples. Finally, we are not

bound by the decisions of Trademark Examining Attorneys to

approve proposed marks for publication, and whether a proposed

mark is generic must be determined based on the evidence of

record at the time registration is sought. Nett Designs, 57

USPQ2d at 1566; Nextel Communications Inc. v. Motorola Inc.,

91 USPQ2d 1393 (TTAB 2009) and In re Sunmarks Inc., 32

USPQ2d 1470 (TTAB 1994); see also In re Chippendales, USA,

Inc., 622 F.3d 1346, 96 USPQ2d 1681, 1686 (Fed. Cir. 2010). As

seen in related fields involving high-technology goods and

services characterized by rapid innovation and remarkable

transformation, we are witnessing a dizzying proliferation of

myriad forms of online video streaming, interactive television

and video on demand. Not surprisingly, the quickness with which

changing nomenclature is introduced into the marketplace by

manufacturers and merchants, and then adopted by customers, is

equally brisk. Accordingly, the location of a new term on the

spectrum of distinctiveness is anything but static. The USPTO

has, and must have, the freedom, over a period [*28] of decades

-- or increasingly, just years -- to consider such questions anew

whenever the evidence compiled in a new, unique record reflects

such dynamic changes. See, e.g., De Walt, Inc. v. Magna Power

Tool Corp., 289 F.2d 656, 48 C.C.P.A. 909, 1961 Dec. Comm’r

Pat. 311, 129 USPQ 275, 279 (CCPA 1961) (″Trademark rights

are not static. A word or group of words not descriptive today

may, through usage, be descriptive tomorrow.″)

[*29]

IV. ″Cloud TV″ in trade publications

The Trademark Examining Attorney placed into the record 41 the

following articles:

Verizon Advances Video Agenda with Cloud TV,

iPad and FiOS TV Online

By Jesse Ward August 23, 2010

Verizon is extending its FIOS video

service beyond the living room to

tablets, PCs and mobile devices.

Late last week Verizon CIO Shaygan

Kheradpir hosted an event in New

York City and offered a sneak peek of

new features coming soon for FIOS

customers, as well as some of the

company’s long-term plans for FIOS

TV. Verizon plans to offer live video

programming as well as

video-on-demand services to new

platforms.

The service provider announced

several new initiatives which rely on

the concept of ″cloud TV.″ Flex View

gives customers the ability to rent,

purchase and watch video-on-demand

programming on FIOS TV, the PC and

select mobile devices… . 42

* * *

Cloud TV - The hunt for a new business model

by Diya Soubra, SCH Consulting, 16th September 2011

Last week, TechCrunch published an article

[entitled ″TV in the Cloud″ ] 43 on Cloud TV and

declared to the world that ″TV won’t be the same

unless [*30] it is online and connected to

everything else. A show that can’t be shared or

linked will command less and less of our attention″.

So, if this statement is true, what is the TV industry

doing to react? Does the industry even want to

change?″ SCH Consulting’s Diya Soubra has been

investigating.

The television industry has now totally embraced

the digital age. Whether we call it IPTV, Cloud TV,

Digital TV, OTT, VoD or anything else, the industry

has completed a large step of continuous innovation

in that space. The progress was highly visible at

IBC, the trade fair for the television industry, which

took place a few days ago. 44

* * *

200 million reasons why Apple’s upcoming TV will win the

cloud TV wars

by Jon Stokes 09.19.11

Simultaneous with TV’s rise as the premier content

venue is a redefinition of the term ″television″ from

″a device with a screen and a set of channels″ to ″a

growing pool of cloud-hosted, episodic content

that’s generally available on any device with a

color screen and a network connection.″ -- from

Leaving Las Vegas: a look back at CES 2011

Today is a big day for cloud + TV news, but even

more interesting (to me, at [*31] least) than the

Netflix/Qwikster split is a new Businessweek

article, ″Here comes Apple’s real TV.″ …

[B]arring some kind of crazy hologram technology

..., it’s unlikely that the hardware is really where

41 In some cases, the same articles were submitted more than once, and sometimes by both the Examining Attorneys and by

Applicant.

42 ntca.org/, Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 50-53, 107-08 of 129.

43
″TV In The Cloud, ″ by Erick Schonfeld, September 4, 2011, techcrunch.com/

44 tech2news.info/, see Office Action of January 11, 2012, 15 TSDR at 20-22 of 36.
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Apple hopes to innovate, here. No, there’s one

place where Apple will not only innovate, but

where the company also has an existing, very

substantial edge over the competition: the cloud TV

user experience.

But before I talk about the 200 million reasons why

an Apple TV will be a formidable force in the TV

market, here’s some background to set the context

…

If I could summarize all that I learned from all of

this coverage in one super-long sentence, it would

go something like the following: the traditional TV

interface paradigm is that you browse finite

collection of resources using as a guide some

limited, easily managed pool of metadata that

doesn’t refresh too often; but to navigate ″TV″ as it

has been redefined by the cloud, you need to be able

to query an infinitely larger, dynamic pool of

metadata that indexes an infinitely larger resource

pool.

Instead of a browse paradigm, cloud TV will work

under a query paradigm, for which you need a rich,

capable [*32] interface that lets you construct

queries and filter the results. Google’s answer to

this has been to turn the remote into a full-blown

keyboard. Others like LG are looking to a purely

pointer-based interface. Then there’s Microsoft’s

Kinect, which uses gestures and voice to the same

end. None of these four approaches--keyboard,

pointer, gesture, or voice--is perfectly suited for a

living room-based, ″10-foot″ interface. This is

where Apple comes in.

1. With over 200 million remote controls already

in users’ hands, all Apple needs is a TV

The ultimate cloudified TV interface is actually a

laptop, tablet, PC, or any other device… Looked at

it from this perspective, Apple already has over 200

million perfectly cloud-capable remote controls

currently in the hands of users, in the form of

iPhones and iPads. Now all the company needs is a

TV for users to pair these remotes with. Apple also

has a digital content ecosystem built around iTunes,

with hundreds of millions of user’s worth of credit

card info on file. All of these pieces combined will

make the Apple TV a very formidable competitor in

the home electronics arena, and will give the

company an edge over a multitude [*33] of rivals

from across the digital TV/movies spectrum.

2. The competition?

The one real rival to Apple here is Google, which

has all of the above ingredients, as well--a popular

mobile platform in Android, a TV effort, Google

Wallet, and content relationships…

So my money’s on Apple in the TV wars, at least in

the near-term. When Google delivers a tablet

interface that manages to put a dent in the iPad’s

sales, then I’ll have some hope that the company

can compete in the TV market, as well. 45

* * *

Cloud TV may replace Local TV altogether…

By cloudtweaks on December 8, 2010

in Cloud Computing , Computing , Gaming, Google Cloud ,

Google TV, Images, Technology , Trends, Video

It’s True, Cloud TV will most likely replace

Local TV altogether

Service providing has reached new levels since the

advent of cloud computing. Now, experience

games, applications and much more over the

internet regardless of the device you use. Let it be

an iPad or a laptop or a low end personal computer,

now all you require is a browser and an internet

connection to get applications, games and TV on

your computer.

The [*34] concept of cloud TV is different from

web television. In web television, TV service is

provided. This is also known as catch up TV. Cloud

TV allows a user to choose the programs he wants

to watch from an archive of different programs or

he can opt to stream live Television. The TV

programs can be streamed to any device with an

internet connection and an internet browser. This is

one of the few perks clouds TV has to offer. No

subscription fees need to be paid to cable operators

and channel owners. There are no hardware

requirements; the dish antenna on the roof and the

satellite receiver sitting next to the TV are things of

the past. Moreover, the variety is mouthwatering --

over 2500 channels from all over the world? This is

too much to handle. Services like AOL TV and

MSNTV have been around for quite a while but I

guess that the issue here is quality of video which is

directly related to internet bandwidth.

The next question at hand is that, will cloud TV

trigger local TV’s demise just the way internet

news and media has marked a downturn in the

popularity of newspaper? Internet is no longer

restricted in functionality. The only restriction in

the case of cloud TV and computing [*35] is

internet bandwidth. There can never be enough of it

if you’re trying to get high definition TV online.

But as time progresses one says a steady increase in

bandwidth and surely this trend will continue in the

future, hence, the prospect of Cloud TV is very

bright.

45 wired.com/ , Office Action of January 11, 2012, 15 TSDR at 6 of 36.
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The concept of cloud TV seems even more

promising when giants like Sony step in the arena.

Recently, Sony has announced its possible launch

of ’Cloud stuff’. The service will be targeting at

providing entertainment, applications, games,

social networking and what not. It’s like tapping on

a market that is likely to grow in the future. Another

competitor, Google TV, has boasted that it will

’change the future of television. ’ Apple TV is also

expecting to change the streaming TV. A product of

Apple that will be based on iPhone OS 4.0, Apple

TV is will support 1080 HD playback. It is news

like these that show the future prospect of Cloud

TV.

Clearly, it’s been 50 years since television has been

invented. New and improved technologies have

allowed pushing the envelope as we progress but

maybe it’s time to reinvent the television and Cloud

TV can be an answer. 46

* * * [*36]

Faculty Connection

Cloud TV

This material was presented by Karin Breitman

(PUC-Rio, Brazil) at the Microsoft Research Cloud

Futures Workshop during April 2010 in Redmond,

Washington.

Overview

TV is dead -- at least, as we know it. The traditional

model, with clear separation between roles

(producers, broadcasters and consumers) is giving

way to a web-based one, where users produce,

distribute, combine and watch video content

anywhere, anytime, and using a multitude of

different devices. The Cloud will play a major role

in this scenario, as it will provide the infrastructure

in which to store (Iaas) and process (HaaS),

platforms in which to encode and distribute (SaaS),

and applications to submit, query and consume

(AAAS) video content. 47

* * *

Why Google and advertising are key to Cloud TV: Cloud

IPTV needs Google TV re-births

By Diya Soubra, SCH Consulting, August 23, 2011

Cloud TV is coming, if only as a marketing

movement rather than a revolutionary one. But

what can Cloud TV do to ensure it takes off with the

consumer? As Diya Soubra explains, this could be

dependent on the success of Google’s shift to the

cloud, and whether [*37] television providers can

work around the issue of target advertising.

Market trends suggest IPTV is slowly being

re-launched as Cloud TV. The idea is the same --

deliver TV programming over an IP link to the

consumer. However, while the previous launch was

not a major success from a business perspective

(the revenue was limited to the subscription fee and

the occasional purchase of video on demand, while

the cost of the infrastructure was enormous in

comparison), Cloud TV is in a better position to

exploit the situation this time -- if it can overcome

certain hurdles.

The infrastructure is in place and the consumers

have multiple screens, fixed and mobile, just ready

to be used to their full potential. On the surface, one

would say that not much has changed from a

revenue perspective; but then the real source of

revenue is different this time -- advertising is the

key.

IPTV failed to capture significant advertising

revenue since the system was not totally in place for

selling targeted, consumer profiled advertising

space.

Google managed to capture billions in revenue

from the global internet advertising budget by

supplying the platform for inserting targeted ads.

[*38] Free search results and email accounts in

return for accepting to be bombarded with targeted

advertisements. The platform worked well and will

continue to do so going forward. The Google

machine tracks all user activity on the net, with

good intentions of course, in order to provide the

best search results and the best matching

advertisement.

And with Google TV, the company tried to expand

that same model to TV consumption. Let’s do the

same for TV viewers as we did for Internet users .

Track everything people watch and propose the best

search results and the best advertising. The

technology to insert advertisements into streaming

video has existed for many years now.

Unfortunately for Google and the Cloud TV

industry, big media stalled the launch of Google TV

by denying the required streaming licenses. No

streaming content means no TV. This action has

indirectly stalled the success of Cloud TV by

removing the Google advertising platform from the

46 cloudtweaks.com/ , Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 44-45 of 129; see also ″Will Internet TV Kill Cable? ″ by

Christopher Mims, May 3, 2011, technologyreview.com/

47 facultyresourcecenter.com/ ; see also ″Microsoft Unites Software and Cloud Services to Power New TV Experiences,″ Las

Vegas, January 6, 2010, microsoft.com/ , see Office Action of January 11, 2012, 15 TSDR at 16-19 of 36.
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picture. Without a central trusted broker for ads, the

ecosystem will fall back to the ads inserted at the

source of the media, just like broadcast TV.

While this may seem like the end, the recent

acquisition of Motorola, [*39] with its set top box

business, gives Google a whole new angle on Cloud

TV. They can now offer top of the line set top boxes

with the associated advertising platform to all

parties wishing to try their luck at licensing content

and distributing it with CDN technology. This

would give a boost to the CDN business and to the

Cloud TV business.

Starting the Cloud TV system becomes very

straight forward. One has to license some content,

sign up with a CDN to store and stream the content

and use the set top box and advertising platform

from Google to generate revenue. No infrastructure

to build or maintain. End users are happy because

competition will drive excellence at an affordable

price.

The advertising platform is key. Imagine a world

where every household gets its own specific TV

advertising based on the viewing habits of its

members. This is not at all farfetched -- already we

live in a world where Google and Facebook have a

specific profile for each and every internet user out

there. Tracking household viewing habits is a piece

of cake in comparison.

At least, this time they need to spend less since

there is no infrastructure to build -- many CDN

providers are ready [*40] and willing to take their

money to host and deliver the content. But without

the advertising revenue, Cloud TV operators are

repeating the same failed exercise as IPTV. 48

[*41]

It appears from the record that each competitor in this field

believes that with the exponential growth in bandwidth, cloud

computing may change the face of TV. In fact, consistent with the

above articles discussing cloud TV’s threat to traditional cable

and satellite television, the record also demonstrates that the

″cloud TV wars″ among the largest competitors in the video

entertainment business include multiplicity of approaches to ″TV

Everywhere″
49 with Microsoft, 50, Apple, 51 Google 52 and

Amazon, 53 (to name a few key players), each having chosen its

own unique approach to streaming video in ways different from

each other, but all still utilizing the cloud:

Rumor: New $ 100 Apple TV Takes Aim at the

Cloud

by Brian X. Chen May 28, 2010

54

Report: Apple Prepping Cheap, Cloud-Based

Apple TV For War With Google

by MG Siegler May 28, 2010

55

[*42]

[*43]

Furthermore, all of the major entities mentioned above which are

pursuing TVE are inevitably tied to the relative success of those

third-parties streaming video over the Internet who are

repeatedly showing up in the articles of record, such as Netflix

48 businesscloudnews.com/ , see Office Action of January 11, 2012, 15 TSDR at 23-25 of 36; see also ″Cloud TV causing

major industry disruption,″ by Diya Soubra, http://www.businesscloudnews.com/, Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 82-85

of 129.

49 As seen above, ″TV Everywhere″ or TVE, is a business model wherein cable networks allow their customers to access

content across multiple platforms (e.g., on the internet as well as on mobile devices).

50 See e.g., facultyresourcecenter.com/ ; see also ″Microsoft Unites Software and Cloud Services to Power New TV Experiences,″

Las Vegas, January 6, 2010, microsoft.com/ , see Office Action of January 11, 2012, 15 TSDR at 16-19 of 36.

51
″200 million reasons why Apple’s upcoming TV will win the cloud TV wars,″ wired.com/ gadgetlab/, techcrunch.com/ , and

wired.com/ ; see Office Action of January 11, 2012, 15 TSDR at 6 of 36.

52
″How the Cloud Changes TV and Why Hollywood Should Not Be Scared,″ by Alex Williams on August 17, 2010,

readwrite.com/ ; and techcrunch.com/ ; Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 4-5 of 129.

53
″Amazon Launching ’Cloud TV’,″ Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 118 of 129.

54 wired.com/ gadgetlab/, see Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 6-15 of 129; see also ″I Want My Cloud TV,″

arkusinc.com/ , Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 109-110 of 129.

55 Id.; techcrunch.com/ , see Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 20-41 of 129; see also ″Will Google TV Destroy TV?″

by Mike Halleen, May 28, 2010, thehollywoodgeek.com/ .
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56, TiVo, 57 Aviion, 58 Sony, 59 Yahoo, YouTube, Hulu, Boxee,

Roku, Vudu, etc.

Additionally, as suggested above, this focus on the cloud is

nothing new for Applicant. In fact, in its press releases made of

record, [*44] Applicant is repeatedly pointing out that its own

approach, based on Applicant’s proprietary technology, is

different from most of its competitors:

Since the early days of ICTV, ActiveVideo has

maintained a singular focus: keep the interactive

television content and intelligence in the cloud

(servers and networks) , so that all set-top boxes

(even the lowly DCT 2000) can deliver a terrific

consumer experience that every operator can be

proud of …

The easiest way to explain how it works is to think

of your set-top box as a remote terminal,

communicating with a central server. And since

we’re talking about television, the language is

MPEG, the same standard that cable uses to

transport video from the headend to the set-top box.

Traditional and Web programmers and cable

operators create rich, interactive content --

shopping, advertising, sports, games, etc. -- using

standard Web tools. Active Video uses their own

technology to synthesize the content as an MPEG

stream and deliver it to any STB. And the existing

remote control and return path are used to interact,

to navigate, to select and to play. 60

[*45]

According to the record, Applicant’s patented product is

designed to enable pay-TV providers to offer ″TV as an

application″ and to deliver their user interfaces to digital TV

tuners and IP cable set-tops, Internet-connected TVs and other

devices, gaming consoles and specialized streaming boxes,

requiring at most a thin software ″client″ that can be installed in

current set-top boxes. The following images from Applicant

illustrate this visually: 61

62

V. What is a ″generic term″?

A generic term refers to the common descriptive name of a class

or ″genus of which the particular product [*46] is a species.″

Park ’N Fly, Inc. v. Dollar Park & Fly, Inc., 469 U.S. 189, 105

S. Ct. 658, 83 L. Ed. 2d 582, 224 USPQ 327, 329 (1985); see also

In re Gould Paper Corp., 834 F.2d 1017, 5 USPQ2d 1110,

1111-12 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (″Gould Paper″) (SCREENWIPE held

generic as applied to television and computer screen

pre-moistened cleaning wipes). An alleged mark is a generic term

if it is used or understood by the relevant public primarily to refer

to the class or category of goods and/or services on or in

connection with which it is used. E.g., In re Nordic Naturals,

Inc., F.3d , USPQ2d , , 2014 U.S. App. LEXIS 11711, 2014 WL

2808082, at *1 (Fed. Cir. June 23, 2014); H. Marvin Ginn Corp.

v. International Ass’n of Fire Chiefs, Inc., 782 F.2d 987, 228

USPQ 528, 530 (Fed. Cir. 1986). Refusal of an application is

appropriate if the applied-for mark is generic for any of the

identified goods or services; it need not be generic for all of

them. See Chamber of Commerce, 102 USPQ2d at 1219.

Whether a proposed mark is generic depends upon its primary

significance to the relevant public. 15 U.S.C. § 1064 (3) [*47] see

also Bellsouth Corp. v. DataNational Corp. 60 F.3d 1565, 35

USPQ2d 1554, 1557-58 (Fed. Cir. 1995).

Evidence of the relevant public’s understanding of a term may be

obtained from any competent source, including dictionary

definitions, trade journals, newspapers, websites, and other

publications. Reed Elsevier, 82 USPQ2d at 1380

(LAWYERS.COM is generic for providing an online interactive

database featuring information exchange in the fields of law,

legal news, and legal services, citing to Applicant’s website,

third-party websites and numerous URLs containing the letter

string ″lawyers.com″ ); In re Northland Aluminum Products, Inc.,

777 F.2d 1556, 227 USPQ 961, 963 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (BUNDT is

not registrable for ″ring cake mix,″ citing to numerous cookbook

recipes and newspaper articles).

VI. The two-part genericism test

″The genericness inquiry is made according to a two-part test:

’First, what is the genus of goods or services at issue? Second, is

the term sought to be registered … understood by the relevant

public primarily to refer to that genus of goods or services?’″

Reed Elsevier, 482 F.3d 1376, 82 USPQ2d at 1380 [*48]

(citation omitted).

Using sources such as dictionary definitions, trade journals,

newspapers and other publications, the Office has undertaken the

56
″Netflix Cloud TV,″ www.alacrastore.com Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 97-98 of 129; and ″WillInternet TV

Kill Cable? What happens when content is separated from the means to distribute it? Your cable company would rather not find out.″

by Christopher Mims, May 3, 2011. technologyreview.com/ techcrunch.com/ .

57 techcrunch.com/ .

58 See Office Action of January 11, 2012, 15 TSDR at 2-3 of 36.

59
″Sony Shows the Perils of Cloud TV ...,″ lcdtv.net/, Office Action of June 6, 2011, 18 TSDR at 79-80 of 129.

60
″The iTV Doctor is In! How ICTV Morphed into ActiveVideo Networks, ″ April 15, 2010, itvt.com/

61 Id.

62 ActiveVideo CloudTV -- Unleash Your UI, youtube.com/ watch, Second Villalpando Dec. at P 17; Ex. K to Second

Villalpando Dec., 17 TSDR.
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burden of demonstrating by clear evidence that members of the

relevant public perceive ″CloudTV″ to be a generic designation

for television (and other audiovisual and multimedia content

encompassed by Applicant’s identification) provided through a

video-on-demand service to consumers having screens connected

to the Internet. See, e.g., In re Hotels.com LP, 573 F.3d 1300, 91

USPQ2d 1532, 1533-34 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (HOTELS.COM is

generic for online lodging information and reservation services).

In spite of the large amount of evidence placed into the record by

the Trademark Examining Attorney, Applicant argues that

inasmuch as it actually coined this asserted mark, ″CloudTV, ″ it

cannot be a generic term when used in connection with

ActiveVideo’s software and related services. However, even if

Applicant was the first user, merely being the first user of a term

does not entitle an applicant to register such a term or phrase as

a mark. See, e.g., In re Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, & Smith,

Inc., 828 F.2d 1567, 4 USPQ2d 1141, 1142 (Fed. Cir. 1987)

[*49] (″To allow trademark protection for generic terms, i.e.,

names which describe the genus of goods being sold, even when

these have become identified with a first user, would grant the

owner of the mark a monopoly, since a competitor could not

describe his goods as what they are.″); cf. KP Permanent

Make-Up, Inc. v. Lasting Impression I, Inc., 543 U.S. 111, 122,

125 S. Ct. 542, 160 L. Ed. 2d 440 (2004) (trademark law does not

countenance someone obtaining ″a complete monopoly on use of

a descriptive term simply by grabbing it first″) (citation omitted);

In re National Shooting Sports Foundation, Inc., 219 USPQ

1019, 1020 (TTAB 1983).

VII. What is the genus of goods and services?

As noted above, our first task is to determine, based upon the

evidence of record, the genus of Applicant’s goods and services.

In doing so, we may consider evidence provided from

Applicant’s website and press releases, from third-party

websites, and from dictionaries, newspapers articles and other

such sources. See In re Reed Elsevier, 82 USPQ2d at 1380

(approving the Board’s review of the subject website); In re

Steelbuilding.com, 415 F.3d 1293, 1298, 75 USPQ2d 1420 (Fed.

Cir. 2005) [*50] (examining the subject website in order to

understand the meaning of terms for which coverage was sought

and thereby define the genus of covered services).

We turn then to the identification of goods in Int. Class 9 and the

recitations of services in Int. Classes 38, 41 and 42, along with

their respective specimens of use. The identification of goods and

recitation of services contains a detailed listing of the definite

and acceptable wording as worked out during examination

between Applicant and the Trademark Examining Attorney.

However, in determining the genus of Applicant’s goods and

services, we need to consider the central focus of Applicant’s

products and services without the confusion of a verbose

recitation of the entire listing of goods and services. Magic Wand,

Inc. v. RDB, Inc., 940 F.2d 638, 19 USPQ2d 1551, 1552 (Fed.

Cir. 1991) (″[A] proper genericness inquiry focuses on the

description of services set forth in the certificate of registration.

″); cf. In re DNI Holdings Ltd., 77 USPQ2d 1435, 1438 (TTAB

2005) (where an applicant’s website offers interrelated,

interactive and largely undifferentiated services, a tribunal can

take all [*51] of those into consideration when determining the

relevant genus of services despite that applicant’s tactical

decision to carve ″wagering on sporting events″ out of its

recitation of service).

Distilling the essence of Applicant’s four classes, we focus on (i)

software that facilitates smart TVE for the connected consumer;

(ii) television broadcasting and telecommunications services for

customers via a video-on-demand service employing

network-based media processing software; (iii) the provision of

non-downloadable multimedia content; and (iv) Internet access,

product development, technical consultation and troubleshooting

of its software, and facilitating online purchasing from a variety

of devices.

The common thread among all these groups of services is

Applicant’s ability to provide television (and other audiovisual

and multimedia content) using a video-on-demand service to

consumers with electronic devices having screens, which devices

are connected to the Internet. As seen throughout this record,

while many competitors are limited by the user interfaces (UIs)

that are resident in old cable-company set-top boxes, Applicant

uses software residing in the cloud to help cable operators [*52]

smoothly and consistently deliver a rich source of media and

content to customers who are often still navigating channels and

content using a standard television and legacy remote control. 63

Applicant calls this the ″write-once, deploy-everywhere″ content

creation environment. 64 As stressed in the oral hearing,

Applicant’s approach does the heavy lifting and rendering in the

head-end, or another form of the ″cloud, ″ and delivers the video

content and the UI to those old set-top boxes together in a faster

video stream.

Applicant’s press releases, as reflected almost verbatim in online

articles of record, are directed to operators of multiple cable or

direct-broadcast satellite television systems (multiple systems

operators or MSOs), Internet service providers (ISPs), CE

manufacturers, content providers, web-developers/programmers

and [*53] advertisers, just as clearly as they are directed to the

ultimate consumers of televised media. These press releases and

subsequent articles repeatedly use terms like ″Television in the

cloud, ″
65

″cloud-based platform, ″
66

″an application platform

in the cloud, ″
67

″moving the TV-viewing experience to the

cloud, ″
68

″distribute content from the cloud, ″
69

″the network

cloud, ″
70 benefits of ″cloud-based processing,″ 71 cloud-based

63
″Cloud TV: ActiveVideo Networks″ : fiercecable.com/ , October 19, 2010.

64 See e.g., Applicant’s response of December 2011, 17 TSDR at 42, 43 and 44 of 201.

65
″Television in the Cloud: ActiveVideo’s Jeff Miller at NewTeeVee Live,″ posted on November 10, 2010, by Rob Hof,

robhof.com/ , Office Action of November 15, 2010, 21 TSDR at 15-17 of 71, and Applicant’s response of December 7, 2011, 17

TSDR at 192-193 of 201.
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UIs,″ ″doing the heavy processing in the cloud, ″
72 and an

″advanced TV software platform based entirely in the cloud. ″
73

[*54]

In the case at bar, the Trademark Examining Attorney has

established Applicant’s positioning in the rapidly-expanding

field of streaming video online, interactive television, and/or

cloud-based television programming service to

Internet-connected TVs. 74 More specifically, as discussed above,

there is a common thread woven throughout Applicant’s listed

goods and services involving television (and other audiovisual

and multimedia content) provided through a video-on-demand

service to consumers having screens connected to the Internet .
75 In addition, Applicant has suggested terms such as ″software

platform for broadcasting multimedia via video-on-demand ″
76

or ″designing software to provide interactive television .″ We find

that all of the italicized phrases in this paragraph represent

several understandable phrases used by applicant [*55] to

capture the essence of the genus involved herein, using

somewhat fewer words than is required by the Office in order for

this Applicant to present a definite identification of goods and
recitation of services. 77

[*56]

VIII. Does the relevant public understand ″CloudTV″ primarily

to refer to those classes of goods and services?

In order to determine whether the designation CLOUDTV is
understood by the relevant purchasing public primarily to refer to
the named genera of goods and services, we must define the
″relevant purchasing public.″ Certainly, ISPs and pay-TV
providers including MSOs and CE manufacturers will be among
the most prominent customers of Applicant’s ″highly
specialized,″ ″cutting edge″ goods and services. On the other
hand, hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of consumers within
the United States will have seen this designation on their
television screens. 78 Accordingly, we find that the relevant

public consists of a very broad group of persons, ranging from

the executives of MSOs to the ordinary consumers of TV content

and other multimedia products.

[*57]

66 Id.

67 Id.

68
″Cloud TV: ActiveVideo Networks″ : fiercecable.com/ , October 19, 2010.

69 Id.

70
″ActiveVideo President and CEO Calls on Industry to ’Join The Cloud’ : Urges Network-Based Platform to Speed Adoption

of Web Video on TV,″ San Francisco, Nov. 11, 2010, prnewswire.com/ , 21 TSDR at 18-19 of 71, and 17 TSDR at 194-95 of

201.

71 Id.; ″ActiveVideo Moves UI to the Cloud to Unify Guide Experiences,″ June 10, 2013, Posted by Will Richmond,

videonuze.com/ .

72 Id.

73
″ActiveVideo Networks Licenses CloudTV Platform To Comcast,″ June 12, 2012.

74 See International Class 41 recitation of services, supra. Also see e.g., Applicant’s response of December 7, 2011, TSDR # 17

at 46, 66, 122-160, 184-188, 196 & 200 of 201.

75 See International Class 38 recitation of services, supra. Also see e.g., Applicant’s response of December 7, 2011, TSDR # 17

at 42, 48, 66, 122-160, 184-191 of 201.

76 See International Class 9 identification of goods, supra. Also see e.g., Applicant’s response of December 7, 2011, TSDR #

17 at 41, 47, 58, 66, 122-160, 184-188, 194 &198 of 201.

77 It is useful to recognize that the analytical step of defining the ″genus″ is not an end in itself, but a means towards determining

whether a term is generic, i.e., whether consumers understand the term at issue as primarily referring to the goods or services

(rather than to the source). As such, the genericness inquiry is not conducted in the abstract, but focuses on the description of goods

or services in the application, see Magic Wand, 940 F.2d 638, 19 USPQ2d at 1552, and how consumers would perceive the

mark (or portion of the mark) in connection with those goods or services. See, e.g., Remington Prods. Inc. v. North Am. Philips

Corp., 892 F.2d 1576, 13 USPQ2d 1444, 1448 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (assessing descriptiveness and genericness by looking at how a

consumer would perceive the mark ″in connection with the products″). Sometimes an applicant’s description of goods/services

is simple and clear enough that it may be used verbatim as the ″genus. ″ Other times, as in this case, distillation of a complicated

or lengthy description of goods/services into a clear, more succinct ″genus″ greatly facilitates the determination of whether a

term is generic.

78 Third declaration of Edgar Villalpando, dated July 10, 2012, as attached to Applicant’s response of July 11, 2012, PP 6, 11

and 12, 14 TSDR at 29, 31 of 52. Applicant said its software client is now deployed on more than ten million devices, including

consumer electronics boxes sold at retail.
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When these two generic terms, ″Cloud″ and ″TV,″ are combined

into ″CloudTV, ″ the question still remaining is whether each

word retains its generic meaning such that ″the separate words

joined to form a compound have a meaning [to the relevant

public] identical to the meaning common usage would ascribe to

those words as a compound.″ See Gould Paper 5 USPQ2d at

1111-12: ″In other words, if the compound word would plainly

have no different meaning from its constituent words, and

dictionaries, or other evidentiary sources, establish the meaning

of those words to be generic, then the compound word too has

been proved generic. No additional proof of the genericness of

the compound word is required.″ American Fertility Society, 51

USPQ2d at 1836; see also Gould Paper, 5 USPQ2d at 1111-12;

In re Wm. B. Coleman Co., 93 USPQ2d 2019, 2021 (TTAB 2010).

The Trademark Examining Attorney argues that inasmuch as

Applicant’s goods and services ″utilize Internet-based ’cloud’

technology to delivery web content to televisions ,″ the new term

remains generic, and the combined term does not convey a

different, non-generic meaning. [*58]

Based on the factual record in this case, we disagree with

Applicant’s arguments that while ″[t]he terms ’cloud’ and ’cloud

computing’ have meaning in relation to computing, … these

terms are incongruous in connection with the television services

provided by cable companies and the like.″ Applicant’s brief at 9.

To the contrary, we agree with the Trademark Examining

Attorney that the evidence of record clearly shows that ″Cloud

TV,″ the compound created by the combination of the

individually generic terms ″cloud″ and ″tv,″ is itself generic

inasmuch as no new meaning beyond the individual meaning of

the components is created by the combination. The resulting term

simply refers to a software platform for broadcasting multimedia

content via video-on-demand; it does not serve to identify a

single source of such a platform.

Applicant points out that the Trademark Examining Attorney has

provided no dictionary listings for ″cloudtv″ or ″cloud tv.″ But

the presence or absence of a term in dictionaries is not

controlling on the question of whether a term is generic. See

Gould Paper, 5 USPQ2d at 1112 (SCREENWIPE found to be a

generic term based on dictionary definitions [*59] of the

individual terms ″Screen″ and ″Wipe″ and the applicant’s own

description of the product on its specimen). We note that the

record contains ample evidence of purchaser understanding

establishing the meaning of ″cloud TV″ in relation to the goods

and services at issue. For example, reporters and writers in this

specialized field clearly use the terminology ″cloud TV″ to refer

to similar technology used on the same range of devices and

attendant services that are involved in this application. Given that

the era of streaming digital media is relatively new, Applicant

may very well be on the leading edge of competitors in this field

having the capability to allow pay-TV providers to deploy a full

user interface that is streamed entirely from the cloud.

Nonetheless, we find that similar computer programs and

telecommunication services have been described by the industry

press as ″cloud TV″ without lots of explanatory materials of what

this term means. Such evidence strongly indicates that this

combined term is generic with respect to Applicant’s goods and

services. These examples of industry writers using the term

″cloud TV″ as a discrete category of goods and services are

persuasive [*60] evidence that the relevant consumers perceive

the term as generic. Continental Airlines Inc. v. United Airlines

Inc., 53 USPQ2d 1385, 1395 (TTAB 1999) (variety of printed

publications demonstrate widespread use of the term ″e-ticket″ in

a generic manner making clear that members of the relevant

public use and understand the term ″e-ticket″ to refer to

Applicant’s computerized reservation and ticketing services).

The Board has often held that a term that names the ″central

focus″ or ″key aspect″ of goods and/or services is generic for the

goods/service themselves, and the Board’s principal reviewing

Court has approved this approach. Hotels.com LP, 91 USPQ2d at

1533-34 (approving Board’s finding that the word ″hotels″

identifies the ″central focus″ of online lodging information and

reservation services, rendering the mark HOTELS.COM

generic) . See also In re Web Communications, 49 USPQ2d 1478

(TTAB 1998) (WEB COMMUNICATIONS is generic for

publication and communication via the web, and also for

consulting services directed to assisting customers in setting up

their own websites for such publication and communication); In

re Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 222 USPQ 820 (TTAB 1984)

[*61] (LAW & BUSINESS is generic for services of arranging

and conducting seminars in the field of business law); In re A La

Vieille Russie, Inc., 60 USPQ2d 1895 (TTAB 2001)

(RUSSIANART, being generic for a particular type of art is also

generic for dealership services directed to that field); In re Tires,

Tires, Tires Inc., 94 USPQ2d 1153, 1157 (TTAB 2009) (the word

″tires″ is the generic name of the goods sold, and inasmuch as

tires are also a ″key aspect″ of applicant’s services, TIRES

TIRES TIRES was found to be generic for the retail sales

services); In re Candy Bouquet International, Inc., 73 USPQ2d

1883 (TTAB 2004) (because CANDY BOUQUET is generic for

gift packages of candy, it is also generic for applicant’s retail,

mail and computer ordering services therefor); and In re Log

Cabin Homes Ltd., 52 USPQ2d 1206 (TTAB 1999) (LOG

CABIN HOMES is generic for a type of building and is also

generic for architectural design services directed to that type of

building and for retail outlets featuring kits for construction of

that type of building).

Therefore, we affirm the Office’s genericness [*62] refusal in

this case because the Trademark Examining Attorney has

established by clear evidence that the wording ″Cloud TV″ is a

compound term that names the ″central focus″ or ″key aspect″ of

Applicant’s goods and services, and hence is a generic term. See

Northland Aluminum, 227 USPQ at 963-64 (holding BUNDT

generic for cake mix); In re Cent. Sprinkler Co., 49 USPQ2d

1194, 1199 (TTAB 1998) (holding ATTIC generic for automatic

sprinklers for fire protection used primarily in attics); A.J.

Canfield Co. v. Honickman, 808 F.2d 291, 292, 1 USPQ2d 1364,

1365 (3d Cir. 1986) (holding CHOCOLATE FUDGE generic

for diet sodas). The examples that the Trademark Examining

Attorney has placed into the record show that the designation

″Cloud TV″ ″tell[s] you what the thing is.″ In re Abcor

Development Corp., 588 F.2d 811, 200 USPQ 215, 219 (CCPA

1978) (Rich, J., concurring).

We also note that minor variations, such as spacing and upper-

versus lowercase letters, in the display of a generic term (e.g.,

″cloud TV,″ ″Cloud TV,″ ″CloudTV″ or ″CLOUDTV″ ) typically

are legally insignificant and do not avoid a finding [*63] of
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genericness. See In re Noon Hour Food Prods. Inc., 88 USPQ2d

1172, 1173 n.2 (TTAB 2008) (BOND-OSTgeneric for a type of

cheese). 79

On the issue of genericness, we find that Applicant’s various

contentions in its briefs are based upon evidence subject to

interpretation, and that this advocacy is simply not sufficient to

rebut the Office’s clear showing. We find no evidence that

Applicant’s compressed version of ″CloudTV″ has another

meaning or would be perceived as anything [*64] other than a

reference to ″cloud TV″ as used in the multiplatform interactive

television industry press. The fact that Applicant may be the first

user of a compressed version of a generic designation does not

justify registration if the only significance conveyed by the term

is that of the category of goods and services. Even if we were to

presume that third-party competitors embracing new video

delivery options by offering advanced smart digital products

(viz., several instances discovered by the Trademark Examining

Attorney and confirmed by Applicant) may have adopted similar

versions of this same terminology subsequent to Applicant’s first

use thereof, that usage does not justify registration if the evidence

shows that the term is generic. See In re Greenliant Sys. Ltd., 97

USPQ2d 1078, 1083 (TTAB 2010) (Term NANDrive is generic

for applicant’s electronic integrated circuits); and In re Nat’l

Shooting Sports Found., Inc., 219 USPQ 1018, 1020 (TTAB

1983) (SHOOTING, HUNTING, OUTDOOR TRADE

SHOW AND CONFERENCE is generic for applicant’s trade

shows).

Applicant argues that there are other generic designations

available for competitors to [*65] use in naming their goods and

services, and that these alternative names indicate that there is no

competitive need among others to use Applicant’s alleged mark

in connection with their goods or services. In this context,

Applicant recites the terms ″software platform for broadcasting

multimedia via video-on-demand″ or ″software for providing

interactive television. ″ However, it is recognized that there may

be more than one generic name for a product or service. See

Clairol, Inc. v. Roux Distributing Co., 280 F.2d 863, 47 C.C.P.A.

1165, 1960 Dec. Comm’r Pat. 503, 126 USPQ 397, 398 (CCPA

1960) (″The same merchandise may, and often does, have more

than one generic name.″); see also Continental Airlines, 53

USPQ2d at 1394 (the term e-ticket is a generic term for

computerized reservation and ticketing of transportation

services); In re Recorded Books, Inc., 42 USPQ2d 1275, 1281

(TTAB 1997) (RECORDED BOOKS is generic for

″pre-recorded audio tape cassettes featuring literary works); In re

Sun Oil Co., 426 F.2d 401, 57 C.C.P.A. 1147, 165 USPQ 718, 719

(Rich, J. concurring) (CCPA 1970) (CUSTOM-BLENDED

generic for gasoline). Indeed, any term that the relevant public

understands [*66] to refer to the genus of ″software platform for

broadcasting multimedia via video-on-demand″ or ″software for

providing interactive television, ″ in this case CLOUDTV, is also

generic. In re 1800Mattress.com IP LLC, 586 F3d 1359, 92

USPQ2d 1682, 1685 (Fed Cir. 2009) (the term mattress.com is

generic for ″online retail store services in the field of mattresses,

beds, and bedding″). And, as a marketplace reality, the apt term

″Cloud TV″ is much shorter and more nimble than the

cumbersome phrases that Applicant offers as generic alternatives.

Finally, we have carefully considered all of the evidence and

arguments submitted by the Trademark Examining Attorney and

by Applicant on the issue of genericness, including those that we

have not specifically discussed. We conclude that the Trademark

Examining Attorney has met her burden of demonstrating by

clear evidence that CLOUDTV is a generic term for the goods

and services identified in this case. Because the term

CLOUDTV is generic when used in connection with the goods

and services in the application, it is not registrable on the

Supplemental Register or on the Principal Register under the

provisions of [*67] Section 2(f).

IX. Mere Descriptiveness

Turning to the alternative refusal under Section 2(e)(1), implicit

in our holding that the evidence before us establishes that

CLOUDTV is generic for Applicant’s goods and services is a

finding that CLOUDTV is at least merely descriptive of

Applicant’s goods under Section 2(e)(1). ″The generic name of a

thing is in fact the ultimate in descriptiveness.″ BellSouth, 35

USPQ2d at 1557; Weiss Noodle, 129 USPQ at 413.

Applicant argues that CLOUDTV is an imaginative play on

words that is suggestive, not merely descriptive″ :

CLOUDTV taps into the light, free-floating and

without boarders images associated with clouds.…

ActiveVideo drives this home with the tagline

″CloudTV … don’t let the box hold you back.″

Playing up the double-meaning and allusion to the

well-known saying ″thinking outside the box, ″ the

marketing message is provided on a backdrop of

wispy, white, nebulous clouds. 80

[*68]

Suffice it to say we do not find this argument persuasive. As seen

earlier, Applicant is not the only enterprise in the field of

computers, high technology and telecommunications to use cloud

imagery. At this point, in Applicant’s field, cloud imagery like

79 See also Weiss Noodle Co. v. Golden Cracknel and Specialty Co., 290 F.2d 845, 48 C.C.P.A. 1004, 1961 Dec. Comm’r Pat.

406, 129 USPQ 411 (CCPA 1961) (HA-LUSH-KA held to be the generic equivalent of the Hungarian word ″haluska″); In re Vanilla

Gorilla L.P., 80 USPQ2d 1637 (TTAB 2006) (3-0’s is descriptive of automobile wheels having thirty-inch rims); In re Wyandotte

Chemicals Corp., 155 USPQ 100 (TTAB 1984) (TES-TED is merely descriptive for detergents that have been subjected to

tests).

80 Quotation taken from Applicant’s brief at 18, in turn taken from Applicant’s ads featured in the June 18, 2012, issues of

Multichannel News (multichannel.com/ ) and Broadcasting & Cable (broadcastingcable.com/ ), Third Villalpando Decl. at P 10,

14 TSDR at 30 of 52.
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the word ″cloud″ has taken on a clear meaning. We have seen

from industry press and dictionary entries that both the cloud

imagery and terminology immediately convey information to

potential consumers about a significant feature of the involved

goods or services. Hence, it does not convey more than this one

meaning. As noted earlier, no new meaning beyond the

individual meaning of the components is created by the

combination. Therefore, in this case, we find that CLOUDTV is

not an imaginative play on words, the term is still highly

descriptive, and is not entitled to registration.

While Applicant is correct that we must resolve any lingering

doubts we may harbor about ″mere descriptiveness″ in

Applicant’s favor, based on the record herein, we have no doubt

that CLOUDTV is at least merely descriptive (or as we found

earlier, generic) . Therefore, there is no doubt to resolve.

X. Acquired Distinctiveness [*69]

Of course, a generic term cannot be appropriated exclusively as

a trademark irrespective of the length of use or level of

promotional efforts. However, Applicant has argued in the

alternative that, in the event its alleged mark should be found not

to be generic but to be merely descriptive, it has acquired

distinctiveness as a result of its use of the term, and that

registration is, therefore, sought under Section 2(f) of the

Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1052(f) and 37 C.F.R. § 2.41(b).

For the sake of completeness, should a reviewing court find the

term CLOUDTV not to be generic, we turn finally to the issue

of whether Applicant’s mark has acquired distinctiveness.

Distinctiveness is acquired when ″in the minds of the public, the

primary significance of a mark is to identify the source of the

product rather than the product itself.″ Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v.

Samara Bros., Inc., 529 U.S. 205, 211, 120 S. Ct. 1339, 146 L.

Ed. 2d 182 (2000) (quotation omitted).

In finding earlier in this decision that the designation

CLOUDTV is incapable of being a source identifier for

Applicant’s goods and services, we have considered all of the

evidence touching on the public perception [*70] of this

designation, including the evidence of acquired distinctiveness.

As to acquired distinctiveness, Applicant has the burden of

establishing a prima facie case. See In re Owens-Corning

Fiberglas Corp., 774 F.2d 1116, 227 USPQ 417, 422 (Fed. Cir.

1985); In re Gammon Reel, Inc., 227 USPQ 729, 730 (TTAB

1985). Additionally, the greater the degree of descriptiveness, the

greater the evidentiary burden on the user to establish acquired

distinctiveness. Steelbuilding.com, 75 USPQ2d at 1424; Merrill

Lynch, 4 USPQ2d at 1143; and RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF

UNFAIR COMPETITION (1993), Section 13, comment e. We

also bear in mind that ″[t]he ultimate test in determining whether

a designation has acquired distinctiveness is applicant’s success,

rather than its efforts, in educating the public to associate the

proposed mark with a single source.″ TMEP § 1212.06(b); see

also Int’l Jensen, Inc. v. Metrosound U.S.A., Inc., 4 F.3d 819, 28

USPQ2d 1287, 1291 (9th Cir. 1993) (″While evidence of a

manufacturer’s sales, advertising and promotional activities may

be relevant in determining secondary meaning, the true [*71]

test of secondary meaning is the effectiveness of this effort to

create it.″).

In support of its position, Applicant submitted three different

declarations of Edgar Villalpando, Applicant’s Senior Vice

President of Marketing (along with attached exhibits), alleging

that the term CLOUDTV has acquired distinctiveness under

Section 2(f) of the Trademark Act. In response, the Trademark

Examining Attorney argues that should the designation

″CloudTV″ be found not to be generic, Applicant has failed to

make a sufficient showing of acquired distinctiveness under

Section 2(f) of the Act.

We agree with the Trademark Examining Attorney that the

designation CLOUDTV is, at best for Applicant, highly

descriptive. Hence, even if the designation CLOUDTV were

found on appeal not to be generic, given the highly descriptive

nature of the designation CLOUDTV , we would need to see a

great deal more evidence (especially in the form of direct

evidence from the relevant classes of purchasers that they view

the term ″CloudTV″ as a source-identifier, or other

circumstantial evidence) than what Applicant has submitted in

order to find that the designation has become distinctive of

Applicant’s [*72] goods and services. 81 Applicant claims that

the term ″CLOUDTV″ has become distinctive of Applicant’s

goods and services based upon its continuous and exclusive use

in commerce. As noted above, this evidence involves three

declarations provided by its Vice President of Marketing, with

attached photographs of trade show exhibits, press releases

circulated by Applicant, and various other promotional materials

provided by Applicant. The conclusory statements contained in

the declarations recount Applicant’s commercial successes in this

field, but fail to establish its success in educating the public to

associate the applied-for term with a single source or that the

purchasing public has come to view this alleged mark as an

indicator of origin. For example, Applicant has not provided

contextual information about the significance of its sales volume

such as the market share it has for its goods and services sold in

the United States, any polling data, etc.

[*73]

We hasten to add that based upon this record, we have no doubt

that Applicant is a significant player in the field of multiplatform

interactive television. It has spent millions of dollars on publicity

and other marketing efforts since April 2009 to promote its goods

and services marketed under the ″CloudTV″ designation to its

customers and potential customers. Applicant’s customers

include major players in television and media industries.

81 We do not agree with the position of the previous Trademark Examining Attorney that Applicant must have a showing of

five years of use prior to making a claim under Section 2(f) of the Act. Clearly, acquired distinctiveness may be found with less

than five years of use. Trademark Rule 2.41(b) merely suggests that substantially exclusive and continuous use in commerce by

Applicant for the five years before the date on which the claim of distinctiveness is made may, under appropriate circumstances,

be considered prima facie evidence of acquired distinctiveness.
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Applicant’s success in these industries appears to be due in part

to the proprietary, cutting-edge technology it has employed. 82

However, highly descriptive terms are less likely to be perceived

as trademarks and are more likely to be useful (if not necessary)

to competitors than are less descriptive terms. More substantial

evidence of acquired distinctiveness thus will ordinarily be

required to establish that such a term truly functions as a

distinctive source indicator for Applicant’s goods and services.

[*74]

Decision: Accordingly, taking into consideration the entire

record herein, all three alternative refusals to register Applicant’s

mark CLOUDTV are affirmed as to all four classes of goods and

services. We find that this term is generic; in the alternative, if

this term should be found not to be generic, we find that the term

is highly descriptive, and that Applicant has failed to make a

sufficient showing of acquired distinctiveness under Section 2(f)

of the Act to permit registration of this term on the Principal

Register.

82 We also note that to the extent proprietary technology has lessened competitors’ strength in this field, any de facto acquired

distinctiveness demonstrated by Applicant would be unavailing against a finding of genericness. See In re Pennington Seed

Inc., 466 F.3d 1053, 80 USPQ2d 1758, 1762 (Fed. Cir. 2006).
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insufficient showing of acquired distinctiveness is also
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Opinion By: RITCHIE

Opinion

THIS OPINION IS NOT A PRECEDENT OF THE

TTAB

Opinion by Ritchie, Administrative Trademark Judge:

On October 17, 2008, NCI Group LLC (″applicant″) filed

an application to register DOUBLE-LOK in standard

characters on the Principal Register for ″standing seam

metal roof deck panels″ in International Class 6. Applicant

filed the application under Section 1(a) of the Trademark

Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1051(a), alleging May 25, 1989 as its

date of first use as well as its date of first use in commerce.

The examining attorney refused the application under

Section 2(e)(1) of the Trademark Act; 15 U.S.C. §

1052(e)(1), on the grounds that (1) the proposed mark

DOUBLE-LOK is generic for the applied-for [*2] goods,

or, in the alternative, (2) the proposed mark

DOUBLE-LOK is highly descriptive and applicant’s

showing of acquired distinctiveness is not sufficient to

allow registration under Section 2(f) of the Trademark Act;

15 U.S.C. § 1052(f).

GENERICNESS REFUSAL

Generic terms are terms that the relevant purchasing

public understands primarily as the common or class name

for the goods and/or services. H. Marvin Ginn Corp. v.

International Ass’n of Fire Chiefs, Inc., 782 F.2d 987, 228

USPQ 528, 530 (Fed. Cir. 1986). Generic terms are by

definition incapable of indicating a particular source of the

goods and/or services, and cannot be registered as

trademarks and/or service marks; doing so ″would grant

the owner of the mark a monopoly, since a competitor

could not describe his goods as what they are.″ See In re

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 828 F.2d

1567, 4 USPQ2d 1141, 1142 (Fed. Cir. 1987).

When a proposed mark is refused registration as generic,

the examining attorney has the burden of proving

genericness by ″clear evidence.″ Merrill Lynch, supra, 4

USPQ2d at 1143; see also In re Gould Paper Corp., 834

F.2d 1017, 5 USPQ2d 1110, 1111 (Fed. Cir. 1987); [*3] In

re Wm. B. Coleman Co., 93 USPQ2d 2019 (TTAB 2010).

The critical issue is to determine whether the record shows

that members of the relevant public primarily use or

understand the term sought to be registered to refer to the

category or class of goods or services in question. H.

Marvin Ginn Corp., supra, 228 USPQ at 530; see also In

re Women’s Publishing Co. Inc., 23 USPQ2d 1876, 1877

(TTAB 1992). Making this determination ″involves a

two-step inquiry: First, what is the genus of goods or

services at issue? Second, is the term sought to be

registered … understood by the relevant public primarily

to refer to that genus of goods or services?″ H. Marvin

Ginn Corp., supra, 228 USPQ at 530. Evidence of the

public’s understanding of a term may be obtained from

any competent source, including testimony, surveys,

dictionaries, trade journals, newspapers and other

publications. Merrill Lynch, supra, 4 USPQ2d at 1143,

and In re Northland Aluminum Products, Inc., 777 F.2d

1556, 227 USPQ 961, 963 (Fed. Cir. 1985).

Turning to the first inquiry, both parties agree that the

genus is properly [*4] defined as the identification of
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goods set forth in the application, ″standing seam metal

roof deck panels.″ (appl’s brief at 8) (examiner’s brief at

unnumbered 6). This is consistent with our precedent.

Magic Wand Inc. v. RDB Inc., 940 F.2d 638, 19 USPQ2d

1551, 1552 (Fed. Cir. 1991). See also In re Country Music

Association Inc., 100 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1828 (TTAB

2011). Thus, we find that the genus of goods at issue in

this case is adequately defined by applicant’s

identification of goods, specifically, ″standing seam metal

roof deck panels.″

Turning to the second inquiry, the examining attorney

argues that the term ″DOUBLE-LOK″ is the phonetic

equivalent of the term ″double lock, ″ and is understood by

the relevant public primarily to refer to ″standing seam

metal roof deck panels.″ We agree that our precedent

dictates that a minor and intentional misspelling does not

avoid a finding of genericness if the term sought to be

registered is clearly understood visually and phonetically

as a term that would otherwise be found generic. See

Micro Motion Inc. v. Danfoss A/S 49 USPQ2d 1628, 1631

(TTAB 1990) (holding MASSFLO generic for mass

flowmeters); [*5] In re Stanbel Inc., 16 USPQ2d 1469,

1470 (TTAB 1990) (holding ICE PAK generic for ice

packs); aff’d, 20 USPQ2d 1319 (Fed. Cir. Jan. 24, 1991);

In re Hubbard Milling Co., 6 USPQ2d 1239, 1240 (TTAB

1987) (holding MINERAL-LYX generic for mineral licks

for feeding livestock).

Both applicant and the examining attorney stipulate to the

following dictionary definition:

Double Lock Standing Seam: (construction) A

standing seam that uses a double overlapping

interlock between two metal panels.

Wiktionary (2009).

Applicant also stipulates to the authenticity of much of the

other evidence submitted by the examining attorney, and

indeed applicant resubmitted much of it in its own

February 24, 2011 Response to Office Action, along with

explanatory notes. In particular, we take note that

applicant disputes not the evidence itself, or the fact that

the term ″double lock″ is frequently used in the

construction industry, as referenced below, but rather the

way in which it is referenced. Indeed, we need include

only a sampling of the dozens of articles and websites

cited by the examining attorney referring to the term

″double lock″ [*6] in reference to ″standing seam metal

roof deck panels.″ As we do so, we agree with applicant

that not many refer specifically to a ″double lock panel.″

Most, rather, refer to the term ″double lock″ in reference to

the standing seam (as does the dictionary definition,

above).

A double lock standing seam panel offers

superior wind uplift resistance. Some forms of

these panels can now be curved.

www.archmetalroof.com. Attached to January

27, 2009 Office Action, p3.

Most roofers who work with steel, zinc and

copper use a single-lock clip system called lap

joints. Not us. Every seam in a Max-Tite roof

is a double lock standing seam. Which is just

about as close as you can get to having a

seamless roof. www.maxtite.net. Attached to

January 27, 2009 Office Action, p5.

The two basic types of standing seam panels

are the double lock and the angle lock. These

two types of seam configurations have been

used since the nineteenth century for both

roofing and wall cladding and they provide

superior weather resistance in all climates. The

double lock is measurably more weather

resistant than the angle lock and it is the

preferred seam type for most roofing

applications. [*7] www.profoundit.com.

Attached to January 27, 2009 Office Action,

p10.

Metal roofs come in several major types:

concealed fastener systems include

mechanical lock and snap-lock assembly

systems: double-lock, batten seam, and t-panel

are among the most common concealed

fastener panels. The double-lock standing

seam system is truly the top of the line roofing

system. www.staterfg.com. Attached to

January 7, 2010 Office Action, p17.

A mechanically seamed panel is most

commonly used on very low slope roof areas

(3 1/2 pitch or less). This style of metal

roofing requires the two roof panels to be

engaged with a seaming tool that folds the

metal into a single or double lock seam. A

double lock standing seam panel offers

superior wind uplift resistance.

nemetalsystems.com/productsNE. Attached to

August 19, 2010 Office Action, p3.

CopperCraft offers traditional metal roof

panels including double-lock, standing seam,

flat seam, and ornamental diamond panels.

Clips and accessories are available for each

roof panel. www.coppercraft.com. Attached to

March 25, 2011 Office Action, p5.

Royal Roofing can install double or

single-lock panels, snap-lock panels and

batten-on [*8] panels and with our portable

roll-form machine almost any panel length can

be achieved.
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www.royalroofing.com/sheet_metal. Attached

to March 25, 2011 Office Action, p7.

As we acknowledge, above, we accept and agree with

applicant’s argument that the bulk of the evidence refers to

″double lock″ in reference to the standing seam rather than

to the panel generally. However, we disagree with

applicant that this is actually a legally significant

difference. Indeed, applicant’s identification of goods is

″standing seam metal roof deck panels.″ Accordingly, we

find that the panels consist of the seam and there is no

legal differentiation between them. As the evidence clearly

shows, when the seams of the panels are held together in

a ″double lock, ″ the panels are necessarily thereby joined

in a ″double lock. ″ We can find no way around this

argument. Indeed, several of the articles and websites of

record refer directly to the panels as being ″double lock. ″

Doubt on the issue of genericness is resolved in favor of

the applicant. In re DNI Holdings Ltd., 77 USPQ2d 1435,

1437 (TTAB 2005). Here, however, we have none. It is

clear from the evidence of record that the public [*9]

would understand the term ″double-lok, ″ an obvious

misspelling and phonetic equivalent of ″double lock, ″ to

refer primarily to ″standing seam metal roof deck panels.″

H. Marvin Ginn Corp., supra, 228 USPQ at 530.

Accordingly, we find the applied-for mark to be generic

for the goods for which applicant seeks registration.

ACQUIRED DISTINCTIVENESS

For completeness, we turn next to the refusal that

DOUBLE-LOK is merely descriptive of ″standing seam

metal roof deck panels″ and that the showing under

Section 2(f) is insufficient to establish acquired

distinctiveness. Since applicant asserted Section 2(f)

acquired distinctiveness during prosecution, while making

claim to a prior Section 2(f) application that disclaimed the

term at issue, applicant has effectively conceded that the

mark is, at a minimum, merely descriptive. 1See The Cold

War Museum, Inc. v. Cold War Air Museum, Inc., 586 F.3d

1352, 92 USPQ2d 1626, 1629 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (″Where an

applicant seeks registration on the basis of Section 2(f), the

mark’s descriptiveness is a nonissue; an applicant’s

reliance on Section 2(f) during prosecution presumes that

the mark is descriptive. ″). [*10] In any event, as

discussed in the prior section under ″Genericness, ″ we

have no doubt that applicant’s mark is merely descriptive

of ″standing seam metal roof deck panels″ in that the term

″double-lok″ would be understood by the relevant public

to describes a feature or function of the ″standing seam

metal roof deck panels″ for which applicant seeks

registration. In re Tower Tech Inc., 64 USPQ2d 1314,

1316-17 (TTAB 2002). See also In re Patent & Trademark

Services Inc., 49 USPQ2d 1537 (TTAB 1998); In re Home

Builders Association of Greenville, 18 USPQ2d 1313

(TTAB 1990); and In re American Greetings Corporation,

226 USPQ 365 (TTAB 1985).

It is applicant’s burden to prove acquired distinctiveness.

Yamaha Int’l Corp. v. Hoshino Gakki Co. Ltd., 840 F.2d

1572, 6 USPQ2d 1001, 1006 (Fed. Cir. 1988); [*11] In re

Cabot Corp., 15 USPQ2d 1224, 1229 (TTAB 1990); In re

Hollywood Brands, Inc., 214 F.2d 139, 41 C.C.P.A. 1001,

1954 Dec. Comm’r Pat. 289, 102 USPQ 294, 295 (CCPA

1954) (″[T]here is no doubt that Congress intended that the

burden of proof [under Section 2(f)] should rest upon the

applicant″). ″[L]ogically that standard becomes more

difficult as the mark’s descriptiveness increases.″ Yamaha,

supra, 6 USPQ2d at 1008. The amount and character of

evidence required to establish acquired distinctiveness

depends on the facts of each case, Roux Laboratories, Inc.

v. Clairol Inc., 427 F.2d 823, 57 C.C.P.A. 1173, 166 USPQ

34 (CCPA 1970), and more evidence is required where a

mark is so highly descriptive that purchasers seeing the

matter in relation to the goods or services would be less

likely to believe that it indicates source in any one party.

See In re Bongrain Int’l Corp., 894 F.2d 1316, 13 USPQ2d

1727 (Fed. Cir. 1990). Evidence of acquired

distinctiveness can include the length of use of the mark,

advertising expenditures, sales, survey evidence, and

affidavits asserting source-indicating recognition.

However, a successful advertising campaign is [*12] not

in itself necessarily enough to prove secondary meaning.

In re Boston Beer Co. L.P., 198 F.3d 1370, 53 USPQ2d

1056 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (claim based on annual sales under

the mark of approximately eighty-five million dollars, and

annual advertising expenditures in excess of ten million

dollars, not sufficient to establish acquired distinctiveness

in view of highly descriptive nature of mark).

Finding, as we do, that applicant’s mark is generic, we also

find it to be highly descriptive of the goods for which it

seeks registration. Accordingly, as dictated by our

precedent, applicant has a higher hurdle to overcome in

showing acquired distinctiveness.

In support of its argument for acquired distinctiveness,

applicant submitted a declaration from its Vice-president

of Marketing, attesting to almost twenty years of use of the

mark in connection with the goods for which applicant

seeks registration. (McCurtain Decl. Par. 2). The

declaration also attests to sales revenue of between $ 7.8

million and $ 13.7 million per year over the past ten years.

Id. at Para. 2. The declaration further attested to between

1 During prosecution, applicant made claim to its prior Registration No. 1613519, for similar and overlapping goods, and

which disclaims the term ″DOUBLE-LOK. ″
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$ 365 and $ 58,030 per year in annual advertising expenses
[*13] per year over the past six years by applicant and

the ″approximately ten (10) NCI companies/divisions that
offer ’Double-Lok’ standing seam metal roof deck
panels.″ Id. at Para. 3, although apparently the advertising
expenditures are only for one division. Id. at Para. 4.
Applicant does not provide any context for the sales and

advertising numbers within the relevant industry, however.

Furthermore, it is evident, as shown from the evidence

submitted by the examining attorney, a sampling of which

is included in the ″Genericness″ section, above, that

applicant does not exercise ″substantially exclusive″ use

over its applied-for ″DOUBLE-LOK″ mark for the goods

sought, as contemplated by Section 2(f) of the Trademark

Act; 15 U.S.C. § 1052(f). Rather, other companies and

individuals commonly use the term ″double lock″ to refer

to ″standing seam metal roof deck panels.″ Accordingly,

we cannot find on this record that applicant has shown the

required level of acquired distinctiveness of its mark.
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Opinion

This Opinion is Not a Precedent of the TTAB

Opinion by Quinn, Administrative Trademark Judge:

NGAM Advisors L.P. (″applicant″) filed, on January 30,

2012, an application to register the proposed mark

MANAGED PORTFOLIO ADVISORS (in standard

characters; ″ADVISORS″ disclaimed) for ″investment

management services″ in International Class 36. The

application was filed pursuant to Section 1(a) of the

Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1051(a), alleging first use

anywhere and first use in commerce on May 6, 2005.

Applicant claims that the applied-for mark has acquired

distinctiveness for applicant’s services under Section 2(f),

15 U.S.C. § 1052(f). Applicant also claims ownership of

Registration No. 3099528 (issued May 30, 2006 on the

Supplemental Register; Section 8 affidavit accepted) of

the mark MANAGED PORTFOLIO [*2] ADVISORS (in

standard characters; ″ADVISORS″ disclaimed) for

″investment management services″ in International Class

36.

The trademark examining attorney refused registration on

the ground that applicant’s proposed mark, when used in

connection with applicant’s services, is so highly

descriptive that applicant’s Section 2(f) showing is

insufficient.

When the refusal was made final, applicant filed a request

for reconsideration. The request was denied, and applicant

appealed. Applicant and the examining attorney filed

briefs.

The Arguments and Evidence

Applicant

concedes that Applicant’s Mark may be

characterized as highly descriptive for

purposes of determining whether Applicant’s

Mark has acquired distinctiveness. However,

it is Applicant’s belief that the facts and

evidence submitted in support of its

Trademark Act § 2(f) claim are sufficient to

establish a prima facie case of acquired

distinctiveness regardless thereof.

(Brief, pp. 4 and 6)

Applicant points out that the record is devoid of

evidence showing any third-party uses of the exact

wording ″managed portfolio advisors, ″ and notes its

disclaimer of the word ″Advisors. ″
1 More

specifically, [*3] applicant points to its eight years

of use, high value of assets under management,

publicity about applicant in the media, significant

number of customers, and the sophistication of these

customers. On the last point, applicant asserts that it

caters to sophisticated clientele, including

1 See In re Creative Goldsmiths of Wash., Inc., 229 USPQ 766, 768 (TTAB 1986) (″it is within the discretion of an Examining

Attorney to require the disclaimer of an unregistrable component (such as a common descriptive, or generic, name) of a composite

mark sought to be registered on the Principal Register under the provisions of Section 2(f)″). The disclaimer, along with the Section

2(f) claim, was included in the application as originally filed.
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institutional investors such as banks, insurance

companies, pension funds and hedge funds; with

respect to individual investors, they must have a net

worth of at least $ 50 million. Applicant argues:

Clearly, applicant’s customers are highly

sophisticated, well versed in financial matters

and know the investment market. The

selection of investment management services

in Applicant’s industry is almost exclusively -

and necessarily - tied to past performance.

Institutional investors typically carefully

research and evaluate several investment

management service providers before

transferring highly valuable asset portfolios to

Applicant. Banks, hedge funds and insurance

companies will not entrust their customers’

funds to Applicant without knowing who

Applicant is, what types of services Applicant

provides, and how well Applicant provides

same services. In this environment where

reputation is [*4] critical to differentiating the

investment management services of many

competing providers, it is Applicant’s mark

and name MANAGED PORTFOLIO

ADVISORS that immediately informs

investors that Applicant is the source of its

particular services.

(Request for Reconsideration, p. 3, May 17,

2013)

Applicant submitted the declaration of one of its

officers, together with related exhibits. Also of

record are excerpts of third-party websites.

The examining attorney maintains the evidence of

acquired distinctiveness is insufficient in view of the [*5]

highly descriptive nature of the proposed mark. The

examining attorney submitted dictionary definitions, and

excerpts of third-party websites.

The Law

Section 2(e)(1) provides that a mark (or portion thereof) is

unregistrable on the Principal Register if, ″when used on

or in connection with the goods of the applicant [it] is

merely descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive of them

… .″

Pursuant to Section 2(f), matter which is merely

descriptive under Section 2(e)(1) may nonetheless be

registered on the Principal Register if it ″has become

distinctive of the applicant’s goods [or services] in

commerce.″ Thus, the mark may be registered on the

Principal Register if the applicant proves that the merely

descriptive matter has acquired distinctiveness (also

known as ″secondary meaning″ ) as used on the

applicant’s goods and/or services in commerce. See In re

Chopper Indus., 222 USPQ 258 (TTAB 1984).

The applicant seeking registration of a mark under Section

2(f) bears the ultimate burden of establishing acquired

distinctiveness. See In re Hollywood Brands, Inc., 214

F.2d 139, 41 C.C.P.A. 1001, 1954 Dec. Comm’r Pat. 289,

102 USPQ 294, 295 (CCPA 1954) (″There is no doubt that

[*6] Congress intended that the burden of proof under

[Section 2(f)] should rest upon the applicant for

registration. ...″). See also Yamaha Int’l Corp. v. Hoshino

Gakki Co., 840 F.2d 1572, 6 USPQ2d 1001, 1005 (Fed.

Cir. 1988). Applicant’s burden is to prove acquired

distinctiveness by a preponderance of the evidence. See In

re Noon Hour Food Products Inc., 88 USPQ2d 1172, 1181

(TTAB 2008). ″Finally, the applicant’s burden of showing

acquired distinctiveness increases with the level of

descriptiveness; a more descriptive term requires more

evidence of secondary meaning. ″ In re Steelbuilding.com,

415 F.3d 1293, 75 USPQ2d 1420, 1424 (Fed. Cir. 2005).

As the Board has explained:

That is to say, the greater the degree of

descriptiveness, the greater the evidentiary

burden on the user to establish acquired

distinctiveness. The sufficiency of the

evidence offered to prove acquired

distinctiveness should be evaluated in light of

the nature of the designation. Highly

descriptive terms, for example, are less likely

to be perceived as trademarks and more likely

to be useful to competing sellers than are less

descriptive terms. More substantial [*7]

evidence of acquired distinctiveness thus will

ordinarily be required to establish that such

terms truly function as source-indicators.

In re Greenliant Systems Ltd., 97 USPQ2d 1078,

1085 (TTAB 2010) (internal citations omitted).

Degree of Descriptiveness

The initial question before us in our analysis of whether

MANAGED PORTFOLIO ADVISORS has acquired

distinctiveness is the degree of descriptiveness of that

wording as applied to applicant’s services. As noted

above, applicant readily concedes that its proposed mark is

″highly descriptive. ″ However, for the sake of

completeness, and so as to better appreciate ″how high is

high,″ we think it is best to recount the record on this

point. As noted above, the higher the degree of

descriptiveness of the designation in question, the higher

the burden applicant faces in proving acquired

distinctiveness.
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A term is considered to be merely descriptive under

Section 2(e)(1) if it immediately conveys knowledge of a

quality, feature, function, or characteristic of the goods or

services with which it is used. See In re Chamber of

Commerce of the United States of America, 675 F.3d 1297,

102 USPQ2d 1217 (Fed. Cir. 2012). [*8]

By seeking registration of its proposed mark MANAGED

PORTFOLIO ADVISORS pursuant to Section 2(f),

applicant has conceded that this wording is at the least

merely descriptive of its services, under Section 2(e)(1).

See In re RiseSmart Inc., 104 USPQ2d 1931, 1932 (TTAB

2012) (″...when an applicant responds to a refusal based on

mere descriptiveness of a mark, or portion of a mark, by

claiming acquired distinctiveness, such amendment to

seek registration under Section 2(f) of the Trademark Act

is considered an admission that the proposed mark is not

inherently distinctive. ″). See also The Cold War Museum,

Inc. v. Cold War Air Museum, Inc., 586 F.3d 1352, 92

USPQ2d 1626, 1629 (Fed. Cir. 2009). In fact, as just

indicated above, applicant concedes that its proposed mark

is highly descriptive.

The examining attorney introduced dictionary definitions.

The term ″manage″ is defined as ″to take charge or care of:

to manage my investments.″ (dictionary. com) . The term

″portfolio″ means ″the complete investments held by an

individual investor or by a financial organization.″

(collinsdictionary.com) . The term ″advisor″ means

″person who advises.″ Id.

The record [*9] includes third-party uses of the

terminology ″managed portfolio″ or ″portfolio

management″ as follows:

An Untraditional Approach to Portfolio

Management A different kind of managed

portfolio solution … using a proactive

approach, investment manager Windhaven

dynamically adjusts portfolio allocations…

(schwab.com)

Managed Portfolio Investing

Our unique style of Managed Portfolio

investing brings some advantages of

institutional scale investing directly to an

individual investor.

In a managed portfolio, each individual

account will reflect the specific securities

holdings and buy prices unique to the history

of that account.

Managed Portfolio investing is not a passive

buy-and-hold approach.

A managed portfolio can, and likely will,

contain mutual funds, individual securities, or

even ETFs (exchange traded funds), but it is in

the careful blending of the components in a

model allocation, and the on-going

management of those holdings, that we seek to

deliver maximum value to the individual

investor.

(verityinvest.com)

Managed Portfolio Services in One

Investment Account Our unified managed

account program offers a strategically

allocated combination of professionally [*10]

managed portfolios in one brokerage account.

(wellsfargoadvisors.com)

Managed portfolio investment entails direct

investment in the AVI selected stocks by an

individual investor and allows the investor

easy entry and exit in a typical stock broking

model.

(avi-investors.com)

Overlay Portfolio Management is an

investment management service that allows

multiple investment products to be combined

and customized to the needs of an individual

investor.

(placemark.com)

Centralized Portfolio Management

The job of the centralized portfolio manager is

to coordinate and implement trading.

(parametricportfolio.com)

What is Overlay Portfolio Management?

Overlay is an approach to portfolio

management where every account replicates…

(smartleaf.com)

Ongoing Management of Your Portfolio

Your overlay portfolio manager is responsible

for much of the portfolio management that you

would consider customized to your needs.

(piperjaffray.com)

Professionally Managed Portfolios

Using several industry-leading investment

solutions, we offer professionally managed

portfolios to individuals, families, businesses,

and institutional clients.

(rjlwm.com)

A single [*11] professional portfolio manager

overseeing both the managed portfolio and the

overlay in real time, with the ability to

increase liquidity in the separate account as

needed.

(pimco.com)
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Applicant describes its services as ″an investment

management service that allows multiple investment

products to be combined and customized to the needs of an

individual client.″ (Response, November 2, 2012).

According to applicant, its service ″includes investment

product development, portfolio construction and

investment management where investment

recommendations from multiple money managers are

implemented in a single, integrated portfolio. ″ Id. As

shown by the evidence, overlay management is a type of

managed portfolio service for investors.

The record shows the following statements by applicant in

its literature:

MPA offers robust fixed-income

implementation services. Through us you have

access to experienced income traders and

portfolio managers.

Our portfolio managers have extensive

experience in multi-discipline investing.

Multi-strategy portfolios benefit from being

managed, rather than merely administered.

Portfolio rebalancing, tax management, trade

execution, [*12] account transactions.

The portfolio managers will be discussing it in

their research meeting tomorrow.

Subadvisor manages client portfolios using

MPA’s technology and trading platform

You need not compromise your choice of

investment managers when building

portfolios.

Based on the dictionary and Internet evidence, as well as

applicant’s literature, we find that the wording

MANAGED PORTFOLIO ADVISORS is at the very least

highly descriptive of applicant’s ″investment management

services.″ Applicant’s services involve managed portfolios

under the direction of advisors. Evidence showing that the

wording comprising applicant’s proposed mark is

commonly understood and recognized, and that third

parties in applicant’s field use wording similar to that of

applicant’s proposed mark, tends to indicate that the

proposed mark is highly descriptive. This wording consists

simply of the admittedly generic (and disclaimed)

terminology ADVISORS, modified by the highly

descriptive designation MANAGED PORTFOLIO. The

mark sought to be registered is highly descriptive of

investment management services involving managed

portfolios. See In re King Koil Licensing Co., 79 USPQ2d

1048 (TTAB 2006) [*13] (finding that, as applied to

mattresses, the combination of the highly descriptive word

BREATHABLE with the generic word MATTRESS into

the composite BREATHABLE MATTRESS results in a

composite that itself is highly descriptive) ; In re Half

Price Books, Records, Magazines, Inc., 225 USPQ 219

(TTAB 1984) (finding the designation HALF PRICE

BOOKS, RECORDS, MAGAZINES to be highly

descriptive of and indeed the ″apt descriptive name″ of

″retail book and record store services,″ because it merely

combines the generic words BOOKS, RECORDS,

MAGAZINES with the highly descriptive modifier HALF

PRICE).

Acquired Distinctiveness

We turn now to the question of whether applicant has

established that the highly descriptive designation

MANAGED PORTFOLIO ADVISORS has acquired

distinctiveness for purposes of Section 2(f), such that the

designation is registrable on the Principal Register. As

noted above, applicant bears the ultimate burden of

proving acquired distinctiveness, by a preponderance of

the evidence.

Because we have found that the wording MANAGED

PORTFOLIO ADVISORS is highly descriptive of

applicant’s services, applicant’s burden of establishing

acquired distinctiveness [*14] under Section 2(f) likewise

is very high. See In re Steelbuilding.com, 75 USPQ2d at

1424; In re Bongrain Int’l Corp., 894 F.2d 1316, 13

USPQ2d 1727, 1729 (Fed. Cir. 1990); In re Greenliant

Systems Ltd., 97 USPQ2d at 1085.

″To show that a mark has acquired distinctiveness, an

applicant must demonstrate that the relevant public

understands the primary significance of the mark as

identifying the source of a product or service rather than

the product or service itself.″ In re Steelbuilding.com, 75

USPQ2d at 1422. See also Coach Services Inc. v. Triumph

Learning LLC, 668 F.3d 1356, 101 USPQ2d 1713, 1729

(Fed. Cir. 2012). Our ultimate Section 2(f) analysis and

determination in this case will be based on all of the

evidence considered as a whole.

In support of its Section 2(f) claim of acquired

distinctiveness, applicant submitted the declaration of

Beatriz Pina Smith, applicant’s executive vice president

and chief financial officer. The declaration is accompanied

by several exhibits, all relating to applicant’s services

rendered under the proposed mark. In pertinent part, Ms.

Smith alleges that applicant [*15] uses the proposed mark

through a business unit which specializes in flexible,

customized overlay management. According to Ms. Smith,

overlay management is an investment management service

that allows multiple investment products to be combined

and customized to the needs of an individual client. More

specifically, applicant uses the mark in connection with a
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comprehensive suite of services, including investment

product development, portfolio construction and

investment management where investment

recommendations from multiple money managers are

implemented in a single, integrated portfolio. To perform

these services, Ms. Smith states that applicant implements

a wide variety of investment disciplines, including more

than 150 strategies from over 70 different investment

management firms. The proposed mark is also used in

connection with trade execution services through

applicant’s trade desk. Ms. Smith states that MANAGED

PORTFOLIO ADVISORS has been used in connection

with applicant’s investment management services since

2005, and that applicant’s clients consist primarily of bank

trusts, consultants and institutional clients, managed

account sponsors and wealth advisors. Applicant’s [*16]

clients range in number from a low of 18,455 in 2011 to a

high of 28,994 in 2008 (averaging 22,400 customers

annually for the years 2007-2011). Assets under

applicant’s management range from a low of $ 1.53 billion

in 2010 to a high of $ 4.67 billion in 2007 (averaging about

$ 2.8 billion annually for the years 2007-2011). According

to Ms. Smith, applicant promotes its services under the

applied-for mark by distributing brochures, executive

biographies, and other related print and electronic

marketing pieces, as well as through its website, and that

applicant also engages in presentations directed to clients

and potential clients. Applicant’s services have been

referenced in print and online business publications such

as FundFire, Markets Media, Wealth Briefing, Financial

Planning, BBR, Money Management Executive, Fund

Action and CPI Financial. Ms. Smith concludes by stating

the facts demonstrate that MANAGED PORTFOLIO

ADVISORS has become distinctive of applicant’s

investment management services.

Although we have considered applicant’s advertising and

promotional efforts, applicant has not submitted any

numbers relating to its actual expenditures. Thus, [*17]

we are at some disadvantage to gauge how extensive

applicant’s promotional efforts have been. In saying this,

we recognize, however, that proof of an expensive and

successful advertising campaign is not in itself enough to

demonstrate acquired distinctiveness. See In re Boston

Beer Co. L.P., 198 F.3d 1370, 53 USPQ2d 1056 (Fed. Cir.

1999). The ultimate test in determining whether a

designation has acquired distinctiveness is applicant’s

success, rather than its efforts, in educating the public to

associate the proposed mark with a single source.

We also have taken into account the unsolicited publicity

in a variety of publications, keeping in mind the popularity

of these publications. None of the articles, however,

highlight applicant or its services as the feature of the

article; rather, there are merely short blurbs about

applicant or its business, many of which deal with

personnel moves. More importantly, although the evidence

may show exposure of the proposed mark to the relevant

public, we have no information as to whether the exposure

has paid off, that is, that ultimate investors have been

conditioned to recognize and use the designation

MANAGED PORTFOLIO ADVISORS [*18] as an

indicator of the source of applicant’s services. In this

connection, the record is devoid of any direct evidence on

point, such as declarations from ultimate investors

attesting to their recognition of ACTIVE INVESTMENT

ADVISORS as a source indicator for applicant’s services.

We have considered applicant’s statement that it has used

the designation MANAGED PORTFOLIO ADVISORS

since 2005. This length of use, however, is outweighed by

the other evidence showing that the wording is highly

descriptive, and the absence of any direct evidence

showing recognition of the wording as a source indicator

for applicant’s services. Cf. In re Packaging Specialists,

Inc., 221 USPQ 917, 920 (TTAB 1984) (use of mark for

sixteen years deemed ″a substantial period but not

necessarily conclusive or persuasive on the Section 2(f)

showing″).

The amount of assets managed by applicant, on its face, is

impressive, and provides support for applicant’s claim of

acquired distinctiveness. However, the probative value of

the amount of money under applicant’s management is

diminished by the fact that the amounts are raw numbers,

providing no context showing applicant’s market share

and whether [*19] the stated amount of such assets is

significant in the industry. See Target Brands Inc. v.

Hughes, 85 USPQ2d 1676, 1681 (TTAB 2007) (″The sales

figures for 14 years, standing alone and without any

context in the trade, are not so impressive as to elevate

applicant’s highly descriptive designation to the status of a

distinctive mark.″). Further, the raw numbers, although

showing the success of applicant’s endeavors, do not

necessarily evidence consumers’ recognition of the

proposed mark as a source indicator. See In re Boston Beer

Co. L.P., 53 USPQ2d at 1057. Applicant has undertaken an

analysis comparing its assets under management to the

annual revenues of companies such as Facebook, Groupon

and Office Depot. This analysis misses the mark, however,

inasmuch as none of the information relates to entities in

the financial investment field.

We have considered applicant’s claim that its customers

are sophisticated and that they necessarily would

recognize the proposed mark as indicating the source or

origin of applicant’s services. The main problem with this

argument is that the recitation of services does not reflect

this sophistication. We recognize [*20] that the evidence

shows that applicant’s customers comprise high net worth
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individuals and institutional investors who undoubtedly

are very well informed and discerning customers when it

comes to making their investment decisions. However,

applicant’s recitation of services reads simply ″investment

management services,″ and in determining the scope of

registration sought by applicant, it is the application (not

actual use) that we must look to in determining applicant’s

right to register. Octocom Sys., Inc. v. Houston Computer

Servs., Inc., 918 F.2d 937, 16 USPQ2d 1783, 1787 (Fed.

Cir. 1990). Because the services are broadly worded with

no limitations, we must presume that the services include

all types of ″investment management services,″ and that

they are offered to all normal customers. In re Elbaum, 211

USPQ 639, 640 (TTAB 1981). Thus, applicant’s services

could be offered to, and consumed by, anyone with money

to invest, including ordinary consumers seeking

investment management services for what might be

modest portfolios. Further, as broadly worded in the

application, applicant’s services do not necessarily involve

a careful purchase. While [*21] some consumers, if not

most choose their investment managers with care, others

may not, especially when lesser amounts of investments

are concerned. See Amalgamated Bank of New York v.

Amalgamated Trust & Savings Bank, 842 F.2d 1270, 6

USPQ2d 1305, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

Applicant points out that no one else in the industry uses

the specific descriptor ″managed portfolio advisors″ in

connection with the same or similar services. However,

even assuming that applicant may be the first and/or only

user of the exact wording MANAGED PORTFOLIO

ADVISORS in the financial industry, we find that this fact

does not negate the highly descriptive nature of the

wording or suffice to establish acquired distinctiveness in

this case. See J. Kohnstam, Ltd. v. Louis Marx & Co., 280

F.2d 437, 47 C.C.P.A. 1080, 1960 Dec. Comm’r Pat. 418,

126 USPQ 362, 364 (CCPA 1960); In re Greenliant

Systems Ltd., 97 USPQ2d at 1083; In re Mortg. Bankers

Ass’n of Am., 226 USPQ 954, 956 (TTAB 1985); In re

Nat’l Shooting Sports Found., Inc., 219 USPQ 1018

(TTAB 1983).

Lastly, we note Ms. Smith’s statement that applicant’s

proposed mark has become distinctive of applicant’s

investment [*22] management services. This statement is

merely a conclusory opinion about source recognition

among relevant consumers, without any probative and

corroborating evidence from consumers themselves. That

is to say, Ms. Smith’s statement is merely opinion and she

has not been established as competent to testify as to what

others think about the source-indicating function of

applicant’s proposed mark MANAGED POTFOLIO

ADVISORS. We find in the overall context of the

evidence in this case that Ms. Smith’s statement is entitled

to very little probative weight on the question of acquired

distinctiveness.

In short, we find that applicant has failed to establish that

the designation MANAGED PORTFOLIO ADVISORS

has acquired distinctiveness as a source-indicator for

applicant’s services, rather than merely as highly

descriptive wording which identifies a significant feature

of the services, that is, managed portfolios directed by

applicant’s advisors. Given that the proposed mark is

highly descriptive, much more evidence, especially in the

form of direct evidence from the relevant purchasing

public, than what applicant has submitted would be

necessary to show that the designation MANAGED

PORTFOLIO [*23] ADVISORS has become distinctive

for applicant’s investment management services. See, e.g.,

In re Country Music Assoc. Inc., 100 USPQ2d 1824, 1834

(TTAB 2011) (″Teflon″ consumer survey showed 85% of

respondents believed term COUNTRY MUSIC

ASSOCIATION is a brand name and, thus, is probative

evidence of acquired distinctiveness) .

As discussed above, the designation MANAGED

PORTFOLIO ADVISORS is highly descriptive as applied

to investment management and advisory services, a point

conceded by applicant and shown by the evidentiary

record. Accordingly, applicant’s burden of proving

acquired distinctiveness is likewise very high. See In re

Steelbuilding.com, 75 USPQ2d at 1424 (″The proposed

mark is highly descriptive. Therefore, applicant had the

burden to show a concomitantly high level of secondary

meaning. ″). We find that applicant has failed to carry that

burden.

Decision: The refusal to register is affirmed.
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Trademark Judges.

Opinion By: ADLIN

Opinion

THIS OPINION IS NOT A PRECEDENT OF THE TTAB

Opinion by Adlin, Administrative Trademark Judge:

Barrette Outdoor Living, Inc. (″applicant″) seeks Principal

Register registrations for the following two alleged

product configuration marks for ″Pre-assembled plastic

fence panels,″ under Section 2(f) of the Act: 1, 2

The examining attorney originally refused [*2]

registration of applicant’s alleged marks on the ground

that they consist of non-distinctive product designs which

would not be perceived as trademarks under Sections 1, 2

and 45 of the Act, and applicant’s showing of acquired

distinctiveness under Section 2(f) of the Act is insufficient.

After these refusals became final, applicant appealed and

filed motions for reconsideration which were denied.

Applicant then filed its appeal briefs, following which the

examining attorney requested and was granted remands

for the purpose of issuing additional refusals on the ground

that applicant’s alleged marks comprise functional designs

for the goods and are thus unregistrable under Section

2(e)(5) of the Act. After those refusals became final,

applicant filed additional briefs addressing this issue,

following which the examining attorney filed her briefs,

and applicant filed reply briefs.

Appeals Consolidated

The appeals involve common questions of law and fact

and the records are substantially similar. Accordingly, we

decide both appeals in this single decision. See, In re

Binion, 93 USPQ2d 1531, 1533 (TTAB 2009); TBMP §

1214 (3d ed. rev. 2 2013).

Whether [*3] the Alleged Marks are Non-Distinctive

Product Designs Which Have Not Acquired

Distinctiveness

Applicant’s alleged marks comprise the product designs

for its pre-assembled plastic fence panels. It is settled that

″design, like color, is not inherently distinctive. ″ Walmart

Stores, Inc. v. Samara Brothers, Inc., 529 U.S. 205, 120 S.

Ct. 1339, 146 L. Ed. 2d 182, 54 USPQ2d 1065, 1068

(2000). Therefore, product configurations such as

applicant’s alleged marks in this case ″are entitled to

registration on the Principal Register only upon a showing

of acquired distinctiveness under Section 2(f).″ In re

Ennco Display Systems, Inc., 56 USPQ2d 1279, 1282-83

(TTAB 2000); see also, Stuart Spector Designs, Ltd. v.

Fender Musical Instruments Corp., 94 USPQ2d 1549,

1554 (TTAB 2009) (″Configurations of products are not

inherently distinctive and may only be registered as marks

upon a showing of acquired distinctiveness. ″).

Applicant bears the burden of establishing that its marks

have acquired distinctiveness under Section 2(f) of the

Act. In re Steelbuilding.com, 415 F.3d 1293, 75 USPQ2d

1420, 1424 (Fed. Cir. 2005). In determining whether

applicant has met [*4] this burden, ″the Board may

examine copying, advertising expenditures, sales success,

1 Application Serial No. 85389360, filed August 4, 2011, alleging first use dates of September 1, 2004.

2 Application Serial No. 85389763, filed August 4, 2011, alleging first use dates of March 1, 2004.
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length and exclusivity of use, unsolicited media coverage,

and consumer studies (linking the name to a source),″

though ″no single factor is determinative.″ Id.

In considering applicant’s evidence of acquired

distinctiveness in this case, we must keep in mind the

nature of its alleged marks. As the Supreme Court stated in

Walmart Stores, ″[i]n the case of product design, as in the

case of color, we think consumer predisposition to equate

the [claimed] feature with the source does not exist.

Consumers are aware of the reality that, almost invariably,

even the most unusual of product designs -- such as a

cocktail shaker shaped like a penguin -- is intended not to

identify the source, but to render the product itself more

useful or more appealing.″ Walmart Stores, 54 USPQ2d at

1069. Moreover, as a matter of policy, ″[c]onsumers

should not be deprived of the benefits of competition with

regard to the utilitarian and esthetic purposes that product

design ordinarily serves ....″ Id.3 It should not be

surprising, therefore, that applicant’s burden to establish

the requisite [*5] acquired distinctiveness ″is heavier in

this case because it involves product configurations. ″ In re

Ennco, 56 USPQ2d at 1284; see also, Yamaha Intern.

Corp. v. Hoshino Gakki Co., Ltd., 840 F.2d 1572, 6

USPQ2d 1001, 1008 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (party seeking to

establish acquired distinctiveness of product design bears

″unusually heavy burden″ ). We find that applicant has not

met its ″heavy burden. ″

Applicant’s evidence of acquired distinctiveness consists

of samples of advertising for its pre-assembled plastic

fence panels, and the declarations of Andre Lavigueur, its

Corporate Controller, submitted with applicant’s Office

Action [*6] responses of June 5, 2012 in the ’360

Application (″Lavigueur ’360 Dec.″) and June 4, 2012 in

the ’763 Application (″Lavigueur ’763 Dec.″). According

to Mr. Lavigueur, the goods identified in the ’360

Application have been sold since ″at least as early as

2004,″ and since that time applicant has: (1) sold at least

3,035,000 ″sections of the product bearing the mark;″ (2)

derived at least $ 130,600,000 in revenue from sales of the

product; and (3) spent at least $ 1,300,000 on advertising

for the product. Lavigueur ’360 Dec. PP 3-6. The goods

identified in the ’763 Application have also been sold

since ″at least as early as 2004″ and since that time

applicant has: (1) sold at least 2,975,000 ″pieces of the

product bearing the mark;″ (2) derived at least $

93,100,000 in revenue from sales of the product; and (3)

spent at least $ 1,350,000 on advertising for the product.

Lavigueur ’763 Dec. PP 3-6. The products identified in

both applications ″have been sold at retail stores including

both Lowe’s (r) and The Home Depot(r) throughout the

United States,″ and the alleged marks are ″also promoted

by virtue of annual or biannual store manager’s events,

which have been held since 2004″ at chain [*7] stores

including Lowe’s (r), The Home Depot(r) 84 Lumber,

Carter Lumber and True Value Company, a/k/a Ace

Hardware. Lavigueur ’360 Dec. PP 7,9; Lavigueur ’763

Dec. PP 7,9.

Applicant’s evidence of acquired distinctiveness is

insufficient in this case. While applicant’s sales and

advertising figures are certainly impressive by any

measure, and ″may demonstrate the growing popularity of

the products,″ these ″mere figures demonstrating

successful product sales are not probative of purchaser

recognition of a configuration as an indication of source.″

Stuart Spector Designs, 94 USPQ2d at 1572. 4 That is,

″the critical question is the effectiveness of the

advertisements in creating a consumer association

between the product configuration and the producer. ″ In

re Ennco, 56 USPQ2d at 1285. Here, there is no evidence

of record that applicant’s successful product sales are the

result of the claimed features of its alleged marks, or that

its advertising creates a consumer association between

either product’s design and its source. See, In re ic! Berlin

brillen GmbH, 85 USPQ2d 2021, 2024 (TTAB 2008).

[*8]

To the contrary, applicant’s advertisements for the

products identified in its applications tout the specific

measurements of the fence panels, the vinyl they are

comprised of, the available colors and the hardware sold

therewith, none of which are claimed in the drawings or

descriptions of the marks in either application. Office

Action response of June 4, 2012 in the ’763 Application;

Office Action response of June 5, 2012 in the ’360

Application. Moreover, applicant’s advertisements for the

fence panel identified in the ’763 Application refer to it as

″Classic Gothic″ and promote its ″classic styling. ″ Office

Action response of June 4, 2012 in the ’763 Application. A

″classic″ product configuration or styling would likely be

understood by consumers as a ″standard″ or perhaps

3 Furthermore, while there is no dispute in this case that applicant’s alleged marks constitute product design, ″[t]o the extent

there are close cases, we believe that courts should err on the side of caution and classify ambiguous trade dress as product design,

thereby requiring secondary meaning. ″ Walmart Stores, 54 USPQ2d at 1070.

4 Significantly greater levels of sales and advertising expenditures have been found insufficient to establish secondary meaning.

In re Boston Beer Co. L.P., 198 F.3d 1370, 53 USPQ2d 1056 (Fed. Cir. 1999) ($ 85,000,000 in annual sales revenue and $

2,000,000 in annual advertising expenditures insufficient); Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Interco Tire Corp., 49 USPQ2d 1705

(TTAB 1998) ($ 56,000,000 in sales revenue and 740,000 tires sold insufficient).
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″typical″ product configuration or styling, or at best as

including standard or ″classic″ features, rather than as

identifying a unique source. In addition, several of

applicant’s advertisements for the fence panel identified in

the ’360 Application promote it as a ″privacy,″ ″low

maintenance″ fence under the word mark WINDHAM, but

do not promote or highlight any of the features specifically

claimed in the application. [*9] Office Action response of

June 5, 2012 in the ’360 Application; see, In re Mogen

David Wine Corp., 372 F.2d 539, 54 C.C.P.A. 1086, 152

USPQ 593, 595 (CCPA 1967) (″there is nothing to indicate

that the container has been promoted separate and apart

from the word mark ’MOGEN DAVID.’″). ″Advertising

that touts a product feature for its desirable qualities and

primarily as a way to distinguish the producer’s brand is

not only not evidence that the feature has acquired

secondary meaning, it directly undermines such a finding.″

Stuart Spector Designs, 94 USPQ2d at 1573 (quoting

Thomas & Betts Corp. v. Panduit Corp., 65 F.3d 654, 36

USPQ2d 1065, 1071 (7th Cir. 1995)).

In other words, while applicant’s sales and advertising

expenditures are impressive, ″the more important question

is how is the alleged mark being used, i.e., in what manner

have consumers been exposed to the alleged mark so that

we can impute consumer association between the

configurations and the product producer. ″ Stuart Spector

Designs, 94 USPQ2d at 1572. Here, there is no evidence

of ″look for″ advertising, which ″directs the potential

consumer in no uncertain terms [*10] to look for a certain

feature to know that it is from that source. It does not refer

to advertising that simply includes a picture of the product

or touts a feature in a non source-identifying manner.″ Id.;

In re ic! Berlin, 85 USPQ2d at 2023 (″we are not

persuaded that the earpiece design sought to be registered

has become distinctive of applicant’s eyewear. The chief

reason is the absence of evidence of the advertising and/or

promotion by applicant of the earpiece design as a

trademark.″).

Furthermore, applicant’s product configurations are not

particularly unique. A number of third parties offer fence

panels comprised: (1) like the product identified in the

’360 Application, of vertical panels with little or no space

between them with two horizontal cross-pieces, with a few

having cross-pieces in approximately the same position as

those on applicant’s product; and (2) like the product

identified in the ’763 Application, of vertical pickets with

fanciful tops and a pair of spaced apart horizontal rails.

Applicant’s Office Action response of August 19, 2013 in

the ’360 Application Ex. A; Office Action of June 6, 2013

in the ’763 Application (printouts from ″diynetwork.

[*11] com″ and ″longfence.com″ ); Office Action of June

28, 2012 in the ’360 Application (printouts from

″wayfair.com, ″ ″dmvdeckandfence.com, ″ ″lowes. com″

and ″homedepot.com″ ); Office Action of December 6,

2011 in the ’360 Application (printouts from

″alaska-fence.com″ ). This is evidence that applicant’s use

of most or all of the claimed features of its alleged marks

is not in fact ″substantially exclusive.″ Levi Strauss & Co.

v. Genesco, Inc., 742 F.2d 1401, 222 USPQ 939, 940-41

(Fed. Cir. 1984) (″When the record shows that purchasers

are confronted with more than one (let alone numerous)

independent users of a term or device, an application for

registration under Section 2(f) cannot be successful, for

distinctiveness on which purchasers may rely is lacking

under such circumstances.″); see also, Racine Industries

Inc. v. Bane-Clene Corp., 35 USPQ2d 1832, 1840 (TTAB

1994).

Furthermore, applicant’s reliance on its continuous use of

the alleged marks since 2004 is misplaced in this case. In

fact, the alleged marks are so non-distinctive, and most or

all of the claimed features of the alleged marks are so

extensively used by third parties, that applicant’s [*12]

use of its mark for 10 years is insufficient to establish

acquired distinctiveness. Yamaha, 840 F.2d at 1576, 6

USPQ2d at 1008; In re Ennco, 56 USPQ2d at 1286 (while

Board may consider evidence of continuous use for more

than five years, ″the language of the statute is permissive,

and the weight to be accorded this kind of evidence

depends on the facts and circumstances of the particular

case″). 5

Conclusion

After careful consideration of all of the evidence and

argument presented, including [*13] evidence and

argument not specifically discussed herein, we find that

applicant has not met its heavy burden to establish

acquired distinctiveness, and therefore affirm the refusals

to register because applicant’s alleged marks are

non-distinctive product designs. We need not reach the

functionality refusals under Section 2(e)(5) of the Act.

Decision: The refusals to register applicant’s alleged

marks under Sections 1, 2 and 45 are affirmed.

5 Applicant’s reliance on In re Hershey Chocolate and Confectionary Corp., Serial No. 77809223, 2012 TTAB LEXIS 255

(Dec. 8, 2011) is misplaced. Not only is that case unpublished, but the applicant’s showing of acquired distinctiveness was

significantly stronger, as it included a consumer survey, significantly longer use of the mark (over 40 years), significantly greater

sales and advertising expenditures (in excess of $ 4 billion and $ 186 million, respectively) and intentional copying.
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Opinion

ORDER

THIS CAUSE is before the Court on

Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation’s (″FDIC″) Federal Rule of Evidence 104(a)

Motion [DE 207] to admit under the business records

exception to the hearsay rule certain bank records

compiled by a Salvadoran financial regulator. The Court

has reviewed the FDIC’s Memorandum of Law in Support

of Its Motion [DE 208] and its corresponding sealed

exhibits [DE [*2] 212], St. Paul Mercury Insurance

Company’s (″St. Paul″) Memorandum of Law in

Opposition to FDIC’s Motion [DE 213], and FDIC’s

Reply in Support of Its Motion [DE 223]. Finding the

FDIC’s Federal Rule of Evid 902(12) certification

inadequate, the Court denies the FDIC’s motion without

prejudice, permitting the FDIC to submit a satisfactory

certification.

I. Background

In 2000, St. Paul issued Hamilton Bank an insurance bond

that covered losses resulting from its employees’ dishonest

or fraudulent acts. (DE 205 at 2.) On January 11, 2002, the

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (″OCC″) closed

Hamilton, which the FDIC took over as receiver. (Id.) The

FDIC seeks coverage under the bond for Hamilton’s losses

from a $15 million loan made to Golden Vision Financial

Corp. in December 2000. (Id. at 3.) Ronald Lacayo, a

Hamilton director, had approved the loan. (Id.)

The FDIC alleges that Hamilton’s loss from the Golden

Vision loan resulted from Lacayo’s dishonest and

fraudulent acts. Golden Vision allegedly transferred some

of the loan proceeds from its account at Banco Cuscatlán

in El Salvador to Lacayo’s personal account at Hamilton,

and to Baterias de El Salvador, a company in which

Lacayo [*3] owned a large interest. (DE 208 at 2-3.)

If Lacayo received kickbacks from the loan proceeds, the

FDIC might be eligible for coverage under the insurance

bond. To prove that Lacayo received kickbacks, the FDIC

wishes to admit into evidence the records of Golden

Vision’s Cuscatlán account (″Cuscatlán records″), and a
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report from El Salvador’s financial regulator, the

Superintendence of the Financial System (″SSF″), which

summarizes the bank records’ contents.

The FDIC’s Exhibit 1 (DE 212) contains two letters from

the OCC requesting the SSF to provide, among other

things, the Cuscatlán records; the SSF’s compilation of the

Cuscatlán records; and charts summarizing those records.

Exhibit 2 (id.) is a May 22, 2003 letter from the

then-Interim Superintendent of the SSF, Luis Armando

Montenegro, to the OCC, in which Montenegro reported

the SSF’s findings (″Montenegro report″).

Exhibit 3 (id.) is a June 25, 2009 declaration by the SSF’s

new Superintendent, Victor Antonio Ramirez Najarro,

attempting to certify that the Cuscatlán records and the

Montenegro report are authentic.

On the basis of his personal knowledge, Najarro stated that

″[i]n its normal course of business″ the SSF investigates

[*4] bank transactions and responds to foreign banking

regulators’ requests for information by obtaining

documents and writing analyses of transactions. (Id., Ex. 3

¶ 4.) Najarro further attested that the SSF obtained the

requested Cuscatlán records ″during its regular course of

business.″ (Id. ¶ 6.) Montenegro, aware of the underlying

information, had supervised the preparation of his letter

″shortly after the SSF obtained the information contained

therein.″ (Id.) Najarro then noted, ″Salvadoran banking

institutions usually maintain and depend on these

documents in their normal course of business.

Furthermore, the SSF routinely obtains and depends on

these types of bank records in order to supervise

Salvadoran banks or investigate banking transactions.″ (Id.

¶ 7.) Najarro ended by declaring, ″[u]nder penalties set

forth by Salvadoran laws,″ that his statements ″are true

and accurate.″ (Id. at 2.)

II. Discussion

First, the Cuscatlán records are inadmissible hearsay

because Najarro’s certification is inadequate. The Court

nonetheless permits the FDIC to obtain a satisfactory

certification. Second, the charts and the Montenegro report

are inadmissible because they were not made ″at or near

[*5] the time″ the matters in question occurred. Finally,

the OCC letters are inadmissible because they are

irrelevant to whether Lacayo received kickbacks.

A. The Cuscatlán records are currently inadmissible

hearsay.

The Cuscatlán records are currently inadmissible hearsay

because Najarro’s declaration does not satisfy the

requirements of Federal Rule of Evidence 902(12), and

thus the records do not qualify for the business records

exception to the hearsay rule.

″’Hearsay’ is a statement, other than one made by the

declarant while testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in

evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted.″ Fed. R.

Evid. 801(c). The business records exception to the

hearsay rule permits the admission of a

memorandum, report, record, or data

compilation in any form, of acts, events,

conditions, opinions, or diagnoses, [1] made at

or near the time by, or from information

transmitted by, a person with knowledge, [2] if

kept in the course of a regularly conducted

business activity, and [3] if it was the regular

practice of that business activity to make the

memorandum, report, record or data

compilation, [4] all as shown by the testimony

of the custodian or other qualified

[*6] witness, or by certification that complies

with . . . Rule 902(12) . . . unless the source of

information or the method or circumstances of

preparation indicate lack of trustworthiness.

Fed. R. Evid. 803(6). ″The term ’business’ . . .

includes business, institution, association,

profession, occupation, and calling of every kind,

whether or not conducted for profit.″ Id.

Under Rule 902(12), a ″custodian or other qualified

person″ must certify that the record

(A) was made at or near the time of the

occurrence of the matters set forth by, or from

information transmitted by, a person with

knowledge of those matters;

(B) was kept in the course of the regularly

conducted activity; and

(C) was made by the regularly conducted

activity as a regular practice.

Fed. R. Evid. 902(12). ″The declaration must be

signed in a manner that, if falsely made, would

subject the maker to criminal penalty under the laws

of the country where the declaration is signed.″ Id.

Najarro did not properly certify that the Cuscatlán records

were made at or near the time that the transactions in

question occurred. Although the Cuscatlán records are

currently inadmissible, the Court permits the FDIC to

obtain a valid certification, [*7] in the interest of reducing

litigation expenses. Najarro may still be a ″qualified
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person,″ Fed. R. Evid. 902(12), because a court may admit

into evidence records introduced through one who did not

originate them. Also, the Cuscatlán records are currently

inadmissible as self-authenticating commercial paper

because they still do not satisfy the requirements of Rule

803(6).

1. Najarro did not certify that the Cuscatlán records

were made at or near the time that the transactions in

question occurred.

Under Rule 902(12), a qualified person must certify that

the record meets the three requirements of Rule 803(6).

But Najarro did not certify that the Cuscatlán records were

made at or near the time that the matters in question-the

Golden Vision transactions-occurred.

Najarro merely addressed whether the SSF compiled the

records and made its report at or near the time of its

investigation. But the FDIC offers the Cuscatlán records to

prove that the Golden Vision transactions—not the SSF

investigation—took place. Therefore, while a proper

certification would also address how the SSF compiled the

records to avoid possible double hearsay problems,

Najarro additionally had to certify that Salvadoran

[*8] banks make their records at or near the time that the

transactions occur.

It does not suffice for Najarro to state that ″Salvadoran

banking institutions usually maintain and depend on these

documents in their normal course of business.″ (DE 212,

Ex. 3 ¶ 7.) This statement does not address when

Salvadoran banks make or maintain the documents on

which they depend. Nor does it matter that banks normally

make or maintain records of transactions

contemporaneously. Rule 902(12) unambiguously states

that a qualified person must certify that the records meet

each of the elements of Rule 803(6).

Contrary to St. Paul’s argument (DE 213 at 12-13), a valid

declaration does not require a verbatim recitation of the

elements of Rule 803(6). 1 Najarro, or some other qualified

person, must certify that the Cuscatlán records satisfy the

elements of Rules 803(6) and 902(12), but the certification

need not be a verbatim recitation of the elements.

2. Najarro may still be a qualified person.

Najarro may still be a qualified person because a court

may admit into evidence records introduced through one

that did not create them. St. Paul argues that Najarro is not

qualified because there is no evidence that he had personal

knowledge of Cuscatlán’s record-keeping system. (DE

213 at 16-17.)

Nonetheless, a qualified person does not need to have

made the records, or even know who made them, as long

as he can ″identify the record as authentic and specify that

it was made and preserved in the regular course of

business.″ United States v. Jones, 554 F.2d 251, 252 (5th

Cir. 1977). 2 A qualified person need not even be an

employee [*10] of the entity that originated the records, as

long as he understands the system used to create them.

Conoco Inc. v. Dep’t of Energy, 99 F.3d 387, 391 (Fed.

Cir. 1997).

When a witness works for a proponent that did not

originate the records, he only needs to show ″that it was

the business practice of the recording entity to obtain such

information from persons with personal knowledge and

the business practice of the proponent to maintain the

records produced by the recording entity.″ United States v.

Bueno-Sierra, 99 F.3d 375, 379 (11th Cir. 1996). In

Bueno-Sierra, the court affirmed the defendant’s

conviction on drug charges. Id. at 377. The evidence

proving drug importation was a ship’s berth request form,

introduced through a port official rather than through the

shipping company that prepared it. Id. at 378. The court

held that the form was admissible because the port official

properly testified that his office regularly maintains the

berth requests, and that ships’ agents personally prepare

and regularly submit the berth requests. [*11] Id. at 379

If Najarro knows the procedures by which Salvadoran

banks make and maintain records, he may be qualified. He

does not even need to know specifically how Cuscatlán

normally created records, only how Salvadoran banks

normally operate-just as how in Bueno-Sierra the port

official attested to knowledge of how ships’ agents

normally prepare berth request forms, but not to

knowledge of how the particular shipping company

prepared the particular form in question.

3. The Cuscatlán records are currently inadmissible as

self-authenticating commercial paper.

1 St. Paul cites authorities that do not support its argument. For example, St. Paul cites 2 Kenneth S. Broun, McCormick on

Evidence, § 229.1 (6th ed. 2006), which merely says that it is an ″unanswered question . . . whether the written declaration must

contain [*9] a factual showing or can simply recite conclusions″; read in context, the footnote means that in most cases a

verbatim recitation suffices. Id. § 229.1 n.10. St. Paul also cites Rambus, Inc. v. Infineon Techs. AG, but Rambus stands for the

opposite proposition. 348 F. Supp. 2d 698, 704 (E.D. Va. 2004) (″Infineon apparently considers that such a statement is largely

insufficient because the declaration did not recite the exact language of Rule 902(11). There does not appear to be such a distinction

in the case law.″).

2 Fifth Circuit precedents predating October 1, 1981 are binding on the Eleventh Circuit. Bonner v. City of Prichard, 661 F.2d

1206, 1209 (11th Cir. 1981).
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The Cuscatlán records are currently inadmissible as

self-authenticating commercial paper because, even

though commercial paper is self-authenticating under

Federal Rule of Evidence 902(9), it must still satisfy a

hearsay exception to be admissible. 31 Wright & Gold,

Fed. Prac. & Proc. Evid. § 7143 (1st ed. 2011) (″Even

where the commercial law specifically states that a writing

is admissible, this does not foreclose objections on

grounds other than authentication, such as hearsay.″); see

also United States v. Varner, 13 F.3d 1503, 1510 n.14 (11th

Cir. 1994) (assumption agreements authenticated under

Rule 902(9) overcame hearsay objections [*12] through

Rule 803(6)); United States v. Hawkins, 905 F.2d 1489,

1494 (11th Cir. 1990) (notations on checks satisfied Rules

902(9) and 803(6)). Because the FDIC has not met the

requirements of the business records exception, Rule

902(9) is of no avail.

B. The charts and the Montenegro report are

inadmissible hearsay.

The charts and the Montenegro report are inadmissible

because they were not made at or near the time the

transactions in question occurred. The Golden Vision

transactions in question occurred in 2000 and 2001, but the

charts and the Montenegro report date from 2003, when

the SSF conducted its investigation. The charts and report

therefore do not satisfy the temporal requirement of Rule

803(6).

C. The OCC letters are inadmissible because they are

irrelevant.

The OCC letters are inadmissible because they are

irrelevant to whether Lacayo received kickbacks.

″’Relevant evidence’ means evidence having any tendency

to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to

the determination of the action more probable or less

probable than it would be without the evidence.″ Fed. R.

Evid. 401. At most, the OCC letters only show the reason

why the SSF conducted its investigation; they [*13] shed

no light on the transactions themselves. Therefore, they are

inadmissible. Fed. R. Evid. 402.

III. Conclusion

Finding the FDIC’s Rule 902(12) certification inadequate,

the Court DENIES the FDIC’s motion without prejudice,

permitting the FDIC to submit a satisfactory certification

on or before 30 days from the date of this order. The Court

DENIES the FDIC’s motion as to the charts and

Montenegro report because they were not made at or near

the time the transactions in question occurred. Finally, the

Court DENIES the FDIC’s motion as to the OCC letters

because they are irrelevant.

DONE and ORDERED in Chambers at Miami, Florida

this 10th day of June, 2011.

/s/ Barry L. Garber

BARRY L. GARBER

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
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